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Digital:Works
THE FuTurE oF markETing 
in a digiTal world

Based on the digital:Works 2017 workshop, a collaborative effort by Singapore 
Management University’s Centre for Marketing Excellence and Omnicom.  
The workshop was conducted from 6-8 September, 2017
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introduction

Since the advent of the World Wide Web  

in the 1990s, the promise of the Internet  

and its evolving manifestations has been 

transforming businesses. New business models 

were created that have affected all kinds of 

industries from transportation and retailing to 

venture capital. These new business models 

are forcing businesses to adapt and change, or  

risk extinction. 

This phenomenon has placed the marketing 

function at the forefront of innovation and  

change – in terms of understanding customer 

trends in real time, creating messages that  

reach out to segments more effectively,  

customising and optimising offers efficiently,  

and managing crises quickly as they evolve.  

In addition, integrating new technologies like 

mobile, Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) is becoming an important part  

of the marketing function. 

What is also clear is that for organisations  

to succeed in digitally transforming their  

marketing, they must also evolve in their  

structure, behaviour and culture. This book 

examines four elements of digital marketing: 

Technology and Its Impact on Marketing,  

Digital Tools and Analytics, Digital Marketing 

Applications, and Organising for Digital 

Transformation. Each element is addressed  

by authors with years of experience in  

digital marketing and deep knowledge of  

their domain. The essence of the four elements  

is captured in Figure 1.

figure 1: four elementS of digital marketing

Section 1: technology and itS imPact  

on marketing 

In the chapter “Rise of the machines”, dan Paris 

explains that we are in the middle of a digital 

revolution. This revolution features a fusion of 

technologies that is blurring the lines between  

the physical, digital and biological spheres. 

As such, 21st century marketing has to evolve 

from “always on” to “always relevant”. While  

the 2010s was about “always on”, with the  

focus on mobility and the ability to connect 

anywhere, anytime, in the coming decade, 

technology will become autonomous. Machines 

will no longer require manual instructions  

but will bring out the information we need  

while working in the background. In this future, 

brands will have to continuously innovate in  

order to stay culturally relevant. 

A case in point is the travel industry, 

where autonomous technology enabled by 

data analytics is driving a whole new level of  

customer experience. Virtual assistants and 

chatbots provide highly personalised service in 

real time, freeing up time for travel organisations 

to do other things. Although this may sound like 

a death knell for brand marketing, AI combined 

with search data, in fact, provides brands with  

a new opportunity to push products and  

services to consumers in a customised, culturally 

relevant manner. 

To build long-term relationship with 

consumers effectively, organisations will have  

SRINIVAS K. REDDy AND MIN CHANg
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to increasingly equip themselves with AI and 

machine learning capabilities. New and existing 

brands will also leverage technology platforms 

and the network effects of the shared economy  

in the race to capture customer attention and  

share of wallet. 

In the chapter “Four ways in which  

technology will change consumers and  

marketing”, lee Smith takes the theme of 

technology’s impact on marketing one step  

further. He suggests that while the 2000s has  

been the interactive age of connected devices,  

the 2020s will be the immersive age where 

consumers will have access to role playing, 

socially embedded interactions and mixed- 

reality environments. 

In his view, AI, machine learning, image 

recognition technology and natural language 

processing are four technologies that are likely  

to have a huge impact on consumer behaviour  

and marketing in the years to come. Specifically, 

AI has found its place in the sphere of digital 

marketing and is expected to impact every  

facet of business, offering almost every industry 

and company unrivalled ways to innovate  

and grow. AI theorists have suggested that  

robots will, over the next decade or so, have 

the same level of intelligence as humans. They 

also suggest that as AI-based programmatic  

and AI-based agencies become more  

established, marketing to machines will become  

a common phenomenon. 

In addition, machine learning, with its ability  

to scale massive unstructured data sets and  

uncover unarticulated, unprompted customer 

needs, is going to impact the way consumer 

marketing is conducted. Using predictive  

algorithms based on machine learning, 

researchers can link customer need findings 

to behavioural outcomes. Machine learning 

advancements are expected to enable devices 

to make better decisions in real time without  

human intervention. Moreover, image recognition 

software capabilities are also expected to  

become more advanced and will make the  

purchase path for consumers easier from the  

moment of product recognition. Meanwhile  

natural language processing capabilities will  

provide systematic processes for analysing, 

understanding and deriving information 

from unstructured text data in a smart and  

efficient manner. 

Another important digital marketing 

development addressed in the book is mobile 

technology and its implications. We are living 

in the age of mobile. Developments in mobile 

technology have driven the growth of mobile 

phone usage. Mobile phones have become 

increasingly commonplace as manufacturing 

improvements make them more affordable.  

There has been mass adoption of smartphones 

and tablets. Consequently, mobile platform  

offers both opportunities and challenges for 

marketeers. In the chapter “Marketeers, Move 

to Mobile” liam Winston discusses how savvy 

companies cannot afford to overlook mobile as 

an advertising platform. 

Consumers can now use their phones to 

perform any number of activities, including 

purchasing goods, chatting with friends and  

playing video games. The next wave of  

technological advancement will  al low  

smartphones to be used to control other devices 

through the IoT. Today the importance of  

phones and the frequency of their usage make 

the mobile platform the key interface between 

businesses and consumers. Marketeers can 

reach their customers by creating a native  

app, developing a mobile website, or advertising 

on a messaging platform. The development of 

super apps and engagement through video  

games will help companies reach consumers  

more easily. Within the mobile space, marketeers 

will need to be innovative in the future.

Section 2: digital toolS and analyticS

Digital analytics can play a significant role in 

attracting customer traffic to websites and help 

improve overall customer experiences. In the 

chapter on “Digital Analytics” Sandeep chandukala 

discusses the importance of using digital  

analytics to achieve greater insights into  

customer behaviour. Companies can build 

strategies centred on user behaviour and also 

enhance their marketing, content offerings and 

overall business performance by using digital 

analytics data. In the cases he studied, while a 

few organisations have chosen to cut down on 

their digital marketing spending, several others 

have been successful in tapping on the benefits  

of dynamic real-time application and the  

predictive power of digital analytics to help  

improve business revenue.

There are digital tools that are available for 

marketing professionals and this is the topic that 

tuomas Peltoniemi tackles in the chapter “Tools  

for Digital Marketing”. Companies seeking 

to transition to the digital advertising space  

can utilise a wide range of online tools.  

Marketeers from different backgrounds can 

leverage these tools for various purposes in  

their day-to-day work. 

There are five broad categories of online 

marketing tools. Inspiration tools can help the 

marketing team during the brainstorming stage 

by highlighting current campaigns by other 

companies. Strategy and insight tools can replace 

manual research and the use of focus groups 

in attaining insights into consumer behaviour. 

Creativity tools can be used to make proposals 

more impressive. Digital marketing tools help  

on the operational side of the campaign, while 

social media management tools can help the 

team collect feedback for future improvements. 

The good news is that there are many  

outstanding free tools out there for the digital 

marketeer. Many tool providers start out by  

offering their tools and resources free of charge. 

They monetise their platforms only in a later  

stage after refining their tools and gaining a  

critical mass of users. 

Section 3: digital aPPlicationS

Companies often rely heavily on online  

channels, including social media, to market 

their products and services. However they find 

themselves ill-equipped to handle reputational 

risks online. With the spread of smart mobile 

devices, any event can be broadcast in real  

time through social media. A brand, product 

or company may find itself at the centre of 

a social media storm, attracting unwanted  

attention. Despite this, organisations are not 

adapting their crisis response strategies quickly 

enough to this new reality. In the chapter  

“Crisis Communication in the Digital Age”  

John Bailey discusses how companies can  

build 24x7 real-time response capability that 

allows them to influence online chatter rather  

than be a victim of it. Companies need to  

pre-empt a “panic” state of affairs by going  

online and addressing its audience early during a  

crisis before things get out of hand. For this, it is  

key that organisations keep a constant  

ear out for what is being said about them on  

social media.

While companies go all out to avoid crises, 

they do not understand that they could also 

be in danger when they become complacent  

about their brand’s success. dominic koh tells 

the story of his company in “Mastercard’s digital 

marketing strategy: Priceless”. Despite the 

overwhelming success of Mastercard’s iconic 

“Priceless” ad campaign, the company was faced 

with the challenge of adapting its marketing 

models and evolving its marketing strategies in 

the world of digital and social media. Addressing 

that challenge required Mastercard to reach  

out to and connect and engage with consumers 

through digital and social platforms on  

their terms. 
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Mastercard does it by using its digital engine 

to conjoin the best of emotional advertising 

with the science of data analytics and precision 

targeting. The emotional connection continues 

to come through the vehicle of stories, but  

the brand has advanced from storytelling and 

story making to tapping into the right trends  

at the right time and engaging with consumers  

in such a way that they create the stories  

themselves. For its key programmes – Priceless 

Cities, Priceless Causes, Priceless Specials 

and Priceless Surprises – Mastercard creates  

priceless experiences for cardholders and  

then uses its digital engine to effectively  

share targeted content, sponsorship assets  

and offers with consumers. This is something  

that was not possible under the previous  

marketing regime.

Section 4: organiSing for  

digital tranSformation

While having the right tools and processes 

is necessary, damien cummings in “Digital 

Transformation: Reinventing the Marketing 

Function” cautions us against a common pitfall. 

This is the misunderstanding that going digital 

simply means switching from paper to electronic 

processes. Digital marketing has to be part of 

a more holistic process, which he calls digital 

transformation. This requires understanding 

and leveraging people, processes, partners 

and platforms. Digital marketing demands that 

an organisation breaks out of the mould of 

traditional marketing and embraces new go-

to-market models and omnichannel retailing. It 

means focussing on change management, not 

on technology or innovation alone. According to 

Cummings, the key building blocks of successful 

digital transformation are strategy, engagement, 

innovation, technology, data and people. In his 

view, ‘people’, which includes culture, leadership 

and skills and competencies, underpins all other 

building blocks. 

concluSion

This book is an attempt to put together some of 

the cutting-edge ideas, concepts and tools that 

can help marketeers ride the digital wave and 

successfully transform their marketing models 

to embrace the digital world and cater to the  

digital customer. Technology is progressing 

by leaps and bounds and the opportunities it  

offers are endless. If harnessed and utilised 

effectively, it can help organisations to attract 

new customers, enhance business sales and  

create a loyal customer base. 

As our experts have pointed out, digital 

transformation will require more than just adoption 

of new technology; it needs a change in the 

mindset of its leadership and people, a change in 

the culture of the organisation, and a change in the 

way marketing is done. The opportunities digital 

transformation can bring are not incremental 

but radical. But to successfully implement digital 

transformation, organisations will have to undergo 

radical changes as well. And the consequences  

of not undergoing digital transformation could  

be equally radical. 

In today’s world, digital marketing is often 

a case of, “Play the game or it’s game over.” This  

book provokes readers to contemplate: Are you 

ready to play the game?

references:
1 Srinivas K. Reddy and Wernet Reinartz (2017) Digital 

Transformation and Value Creation: Sea Change Ahead, gfK 
Marketing Intelligence Review, Volume 9, Issue 1, Pages 10–17.

2 Sunil gupta, Srinivas K. Reddy and David Lane (2017) Marketing 
Transformation at Mastercard, HBS: 9-517-040.
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DAN PARIS

risE oF thE 
maChiNEs: 
markEtiNg iN  
thE 21st CENtury

What haPPenS in one minute (2017)

Source: Business Insider, 2017

We have undoubtedly entered the era of  

machines. Each and every day, we unceasingly 

embrace new technologies in our lives that  

affect how we live, work and entertain ourselves. 

In this new fast-changing business landscape, 

companies that continue to adopt 20th century 

marketing simply will not survive.

The first industrial revolution mechanised 

production. The second brought forth mass 

production. The third automated mass  

production. We’re now at the fourth industrial 

revolution: the digital revolution characterised  

by a “fusion of technologies blurring the  

lines between the physical, digital, and biological 

spheres.”1 

Today, we are right in the thick of a 

“replacement cycle” that is transforming  

business models across many industries.  

Some of the signposts of this revolution we’ve 

already seen:

•	 The	world’s	 largest	 ride-hailing	 companies	 

own no taxis.

•	 The	world’s	largest	accommodation	provider	

owns no real estate.

•	 The	world's	 largest	phone	companies	own	 

no telco infrastructure.

•	 The	 world’s	 most	 valuable	 retailer	 has	 

no inventory.

•	 The	 world’s	 most	 popular	 media	 owner	 

creates no content.

•	 The	 world’s	 largest	 movie	 house	 owns	 

no cinemas.

There is a new breed of organisations that 

is using technology to hack traditional industries 

by being product-first, culturally-relevant 

and data-driven. These organisations work at  

speed across multiple platforms to disrupt 

consumers’ lives and behaviour. So how does  

this change the way we need to approach  

marketing? TBWA\Asia Pacific carried out 

a research called ‘Rise of the Machines’ 

that interviewed C-suite executives on how 

technology has impacted and revolutionised 

marketing. The research found that even highly 

successful brands are facing unique challenges  

in working with 21st century stakeholders. 

the cyBorg conSumer

The truth is, while many senior marketing 

executives were born into a world with limited 

or no technology and have since learnt to adopt  

and adapt to the digital world, their millennial 

audience has seen, understood and used 

technology all their lives so much so that life 

without their personal devices is unimaginable. 

Just fifteen years ago, it would be absurd  

to waste a 35mm film by using it to take a  

picture of your breakfast. It is even more  

absurd to consider getting the film developed  

at a nearby store just so you can carry the  

photo in your pocket to show to everyone you 

met. But today, we have everything we need to 

externalise a mundane breakfast experience, 

from a high definition camera (filters inclusive) 

to constant connectivity and multiple sharing 

platforms. All this made possible by a small  

device that is constantly at our fingertips and  

that does it at almost zero marginal cost. This  

is just one of a million examples of cultural  

shifts created and powered by technology.

In fact, we are drowning in an ocean of 

images and videos. Over 80 million photos  

are shared every day on Instagram,2 and  

eight billion videos viewed daily on Facebook.3  

In just one single minute, over 70,000 hours of 

Netflix are watched, 4.1 million youTube videos 

viewed and 1.8 million snaps created.4

This new digital behaviour has changed 

the face of the competition for marketeers. It 

is now this ocean of daily-generated content 

that brands need to compete against to gain  

consumer attention.

oPerating in cultural relevancy

Competition no longer comes solely from other 

brands. Today’s consumers have the power 

to decide what to see, when to see it and how  

much to see. If your brand isn’t culturally relevant  

to them as an individual, they will ignore it,  

or worse, block it out altogether. 

To catch people’s attention, many  

marketeers take the same approach to social 

media marketing as they do with physical  

media marketing; by conducting mass  

marketing through bold ads and pop-ups that  

are automatically triggered through pre-roll, 

autoplay and clickbait techniques. The problem is 

that in this new “on-demand” world, consumers  
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are unreceptive to anything they haven’t  

specifically asked for, so this bland and intrusive 

advertising only accelerates the adoption of  

ad-blocking software. 

Ad-blocker usage surged 30 percent in  

2016 with 615 million devices blocking ads 

worldwide, 62 percent of those mobile.5 The 

largest geographical driver is in Asia-Pacific, 

where 94 percent of mobile ad blocking takes 

place. Desktop ad blocker was up 17 percent  

year-on-year to 236 million. In addition to  

this, we’re seeing a huge number of services  

and platforms like Netflix and Spotify offer  

ad-free subscription-based pricing models  

that do away with the need for advertising dollars.

Marketeers can no longer simply push 

products and solutions onto consumers. For their 

marketing efforts to have a lasting impact, they 

need to create content, stories and experiences 

that are relevant to the culture and the interests 

of the individual consumer. The order of the day 

is specific, targeted, customised and personalised 

advertising that will lead customers click on the 

ad rather than on the tiny cross on the upper  

right hand side.

The challenge for advertisers is how to 

make their brand relevant in this age of devices. 

The answer lies in technology itself. Marketeers  

now have the tools and data to not only  

understand audiences better and target them  

more effectively, but also galvanise creative 

innovations and execute at scale.

Take American home improvement chain 

store Lowe’s. It uniquely leverages social media 

to build content offerings that are relevant to its 

millennial customers. The company uses Snapchat 

to educate young customers on DIy techniques 

through a series of 360-degree videos — some 

as short as one minute — that explain how to  

get simple jobs done with a mere tilting and  

dragging of the phone. According to chief 

marketing officer Marci grebstein, “In the past,  

we did lots of how-to content that was informative 

and instructional. But this year, we want to have 

more inspiring content with a focus on digital and 

social to reach older millennials…. your content 

should be reflective of your brand. Millennials don’t 

have the same effort or money as the previous 

generations. They are looking for simple projects 

that they can learn and accomplish by themselves.”6

Another way brands have been building 

cultural relevance is by taking a stance on an  

issue and making a positive contribution. This  

has been done in the past with ads such as  

Apple’s ‘Think Different’ campaign, which 

champions creativity and innovation. 

Today, in a digital world of likes, shares and 

retweets, coupled with a challenging political 

landscape, brands that have a genuine desire 

to fight for a social cause can quickly gain new 

followers. A good example is feminine hygiene 

brand Always with its ‘Like A girl’ campaign. 

The campaign powerfully highlights the effect 

of gender stereotyping on young girls and ends  

with a call for females to show that doing it 

#LikeAgirl is indeed a great thing. It resonated 

deeply with audiences and garnered over  

37 million views in less than a month.

Data also plays a huge role in uncovering 

consumer desires and needs. From personal 

assistants like Siri and Alexa to behavioural 

algorithms, suggestive searches, artificial 

intelligence and autonomously powered self-

driving vehicles, there is an overwhelming  

amount of data and insights collected that can  

be used to fuel creative ideas. Marketeers 

should be using this wealth of data to find more  

interesting and unusual ways to tell brand 

stories. The data can be used to make sense of 

it all with the purpose of crafting the journey and  

humanising the insight. Data can help brands find 

that deeper connection, which can open the door 

for their brands to be invited into peoples’ lives.

Adidas’s ‘green Light Run’ campaign used  

big data to solve a social need and increase  

footfall into a new store. The campaign came  

about when the company mined social media  

data and found a common frustration of urban 

runners was having their run halted by traffic 

lights. Using street light data, Adidas mapped out 

a marathon-length running route within the city of 

Tokyo in which runners would not have to stop for a 

single red light. The company then created a mobile 

app to help runners run the course, with the race 

ending at Adidas’s new dedicated running store in 

Tokyo. It was a great piece of modern marketing 

that is exceptionally relevant to the target audience 

and added true value to the consumers.

exPeriencing the exPerience

Innovative marketeers are also capturing 

consumers’ attention by using emerging 

technologies to build intriguing, entertaining and 

informative experiences. With tools like virtual 

reality and augmented reality, consumers can  

have a full experience of a product or service  

before making the decision to buy. Today’s 

customers can virtually drive a car they have 

never seen, test a new fragrance by experiencing  

a walk through a field of lavender, or experience  

the brewing of scotch whiskey in the hills of 

Scotland before deciding to purchase. 

The rise of these virtual and augmented 

platforms can also be applied to marketing the 

tourism industry as demonstrated by the New 

Zealand Tourism Board’s recent launch of an  

app that provides a gamified experience.  

Tourists to Auckland can now learn about the 

unique Maori cultural stories associated with 

the city by viewing and listening to information 

provided by animated 3D Maori characters on 

their smartphones.7 This allows tourists to gain 

insights into the city’s history in an interactive  

and engaging way. 

Meanwhile, a new app called Klothed 

from Canada allows shoppers to virtually try on  

various outfits by simply using hand gestures. 

This provides shoppers with a unique shopping 

experience without having to wait in long lines 

at physical stores to try on clothing. It is not 

about using technology for technology’s sake, 

but finding applications that are relevant to the  

brand and that provide customers with real value 

and convenience.

convenience iS king

To market effectively to consumers, businesses 

need to do more than boost brand and product 

awareness; they also must be at the right place  

at the right time throughout the customer  

journey, making transactions as easy as possible 

for their customers. 

E-commerce has undoubtedly shaken up  

the marketing ecosystem. According to the 

Economic Research Institute for ASEAN and  

East Asia, by 2021 Asia’s total revenue from  

online sales is expected to increase by  

300 percent to over US$900 billion and by  

2020, 50 percent of all online searches will  

be voice activated.8

Voice-enabled homebots will soon manage 

day-to-day domestic chores as they seamlessly 

connect and operate home utilities such as  

heating and cooling devices, security devices, 

refrigerators and music to suit their owner’s 

individual preferences. And herein lies the  

challenge. Once preferences are set up, they 

might be hard to change. If a homeowner buys 

Tide laundry liquid today, the machine will  

likely continue to order Tide in its grocery list  

going forward. 

Although this may sound like a huge 

predicament for marketeers, it is in fact an  

exciting opportunity to think innovatively and  

leverage these AI platforms in unique ways. 

For example, we might ask our homebot to 

suggest a spicy chicken recipe for dinner. Old El 

Paso could position itself in a way that the bot  

suggests a new recipe using the brand’s dinner  

kits and recommends the grocery shopping 

required for it, creating a demand without the 

consumer even getting up from the couch. 
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First movers in this space will benefit from  

riding on the hype of these new consumer 

technologies. One example is Burger King’s  

‘google Home of Whopper Burgers’ stunt. In the 

U.S. Burger King created 15-second spots that 

featured the phrase “OK, google, what is the 

Whopper Burger?” Upon hearing this prompt, 

any google Home device within earshot would 

automatically recite off the ingredients that  

went into the burger. Consumers appreciated 

the creativity and audacity of this (albeit  

invasive) campaign.

Autonomous technology enabled by data 

analytics is also taking the travel industry to 

a whole new level. In order to book a family  

holiday today, for instance, a personal concierge 

or chatbot will combine information about 

the traveller’s personal preferences, loyalty  

programmes and budget constraints to come 

up with a shortlist of holiday packages that 

include flights, hotels and car bookings along 

with suggestions for sightseeing, shopping and 

restaurant meals. All in a matter of seconds. When 

more data is fed in, the result becomes more 

customised and personalised. In the physical  

world, such service would only be possible 

if the traveller sat with a travel agent for hours 

explaining his long list of preferences while the 

agents manually combed through websites  

looking for the best packages that match his  

needs and budget.

The examples above are specific to marketing, 

but the most progressive organisations are 

breaking down the silos between their marketing, 

sales, product and innovation departments to 

create whole new offerings that truly add value 

to customers. 

Volvo, for instance, has developed digital 

keys for its cars. With this key, a Volvo owner 

has the option to allow any organisation to drop 

off groceries, DyI equipment, heavy electronics 

and such in the car, whether the car is parked at  

home or in a parking lot in the central business 

district. A phone app will inform the car owner 

that the boot is being accessed via the digital  

key and once the delivery is made, the car locks 

itself up again, with the digital key expiring and 

ceasing to exist.

grocery store Amazon go is yet another 

innovative store concept that utilises several 

technologies including computer vision, facial 

recognition, deep learning algorithms and  

sensor fusion to automate many of the  

purchase, checkout and payment processes 

involved in a retail transaction. The ‘just walk  

out’ technology allows shoppers to browse,  

pick up items and walk out of the store once  

they got what they need, without having to  

queue at checkout counters.

the 70-20-10 rule

As the pace of technological change accelerates, 

businesses can no longer be complacent or  

they risk falling behind. To remain competitive,  

it is paramount that businesses have a digital 

strategy that encompasses and touches all  

aspects of their business. 

Talent management is a case in point. 

Tomorrow’s job profile demands not right- or 

left-brained skills but both. For example, it is 

not enough for a marketeer to understand data,  

but he also has to be able to use the data in  

creative ways to delight the customer. A  

technology person does not just have to know 

technology, but also how to creatively apply the 

technology to enhance life and wellbeing in socially 

conscious societies.

Another aspect where a digital strategy is 

required is the area of investing in innovation. 

Most businesses struggle with the conundrum 

of having to deliver quarterly financial results 

while at the same time having to invest in 

innovations that would deliver yield only in 

the long run. We suggest a 70-20-10 rule of 

thumb that companies can follow. First, around  

70 percent of business spend should be on  

business as usual. These are the core bread- 

and-butter grind that delivers the quarterly  

financial results. Another 20 percent should 

be invested into scaling up new products, 

services and solutions that show potential for 

the business. The final 10 percent should be  

invested in pure innovation. This budget should 

be kept separate and independent of other 

activities in the business and set aside for out-

of-the-box tangential innovation. This area  

needs a different mindset of ‘fail fast, learn, and 

don’t look back’. 

in good ShaPe for the  

digital revolution

Three Asian countries seem to be in good stead  

for the digital revolution. South Korea, Singapore 

and Japan rank among the top 10 countries in 

the world in terms of research and development 

spending and concentration of high-tech 

companies, according to Bloomberg Innovation 

Index 2017. Close behind them is Sweden, whose 

Minister for Enterprise Mikael Damberg said,  

“I am not afraid of new technology. I am afraid 

of old,”9 underlining the fact that holding onto 

an old style of operating truly is a death knell  

for businesses in the 21st Century.
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LEE SMITH

Four Ways iN WhiCh 
tEChNology Will 
ChaNgE CoNsumErs 
aND markEtiNg

The juxtaposition of technology and marketing  

in today’s business world drives markets. 

Computers, mobile phones, tablets, smart  

watches and other smart devices have 

revolutionised the way we lead our lives. While 

the early 2000s was an era of assimilating these 

technology changes, the current era is all about 

connecting with these trends and anchoring  

these trends within human society. Whilst 

the information age of the 90s was all about  

computer power that allowed us to grow and 

control knowledge and create content that 

dominated human society, the 2000’s showed 

us an interactive age of connected devices  

whereby those who created compelling  

experiences ruled. The 2020s is predicted to 

be the immersive age where technological 

advancements will provide the consumer access 

to role playing, socially embedded interactions  

and mixed-reality environments. 

When we talk about trends in technology, 

we invariably talk about artificial intelligence 

(AI) and its growing importance in the current 

world. Another trend, along with AI, is machine 

learning, which is also gaining importance as 

computers and software begin to self-learn from 

iterative processes, building on observations and 

insights. The third trend is image recognition 

technology, which boasts of amazing capabilities 

to help marketeers reach out to their customers. 

The fourth trend is natural language processing,  

which has huge implications on the way  

computers and humans interact, and aims to  

bridge the gap between human communication  

and digital data. 

artificial intelligence

The concept of AI has been around for a while. 

The use of robots in the automotive industry 

has existed for many years but now robots are 

being included in chat boxes. AI allows for the 

creation of intelligent agents. Until now, they  

were capable of answering straightforward 

questions but increasingly robots are today  

playing the role of humans for more complex  

tasks. AI is increasingly being used today to 

accelerate the power of a machine to adopt 

cognitive functions such as learning and  

problem solving. Moreover, it is the pace of  

AI’s recent breakthrough that has changed  

the way we understand AI and the capability of 

robotics. This has been mainly led by progression  

of machine learning algorithms, increased 

computing capacity and exponential growth of 

data, thus encouraging sentience. 

An AI hypothesis suggests that an intelligent 

agent would over time be involved in self-

improvement cycles that would eventually lead 

to a level of super intelligence that would surpass 

all human intelligence, a state often termed 

‘technological singularity’ or ‘singularity’. The 

hypothesis states that the inception of artificial 

super intelligence will abruptly trigger massive 

technological growth, resulting in unfathomable 

changes to human civilisation.1

The building blocks of AI have now  

expanded from simple knowledge engineering, 

speech recognition, natural language processing 

and natural language generation to slightly 

more complex facets of image analysis, sensory 

perception and robotics. Over the years, AI has 

infiltrated our lives to an extent that objects are 

listening to what we are saying. In the coming 

years, AI will be listening to our devices – cars 

judging petrol efficiency, or applications on mobile 

phones tracking our lifestyle. Ad-bidding will  

also be conducted in real time by AI. An  

application could track where a person lives,  

what time a person drives home, at what speed  

a person is moving to decipher when he will  

reach home, and use previous data to pre-order 

a dinner of his choice. The possibilities of AI 

are endless. It is speculated that machines will 

have the same level of intelligence as humans  

by 2029.2

Although the above aspects of AI will still  

take some time to evolve, certain aspects of  

AI such as who sees what information, when, 

in which order, across which device, and with  

what message, is already being decided by 

algorithms and overseen by experts. Attribution 

modelling and demand side platform (DSP)  

services are expected to work in synergy in  

future.3 An attribution model is the rule, or set 

of rules, that determines how credit for sales 

and conversions are assigned to touchpoints 

in conversion paths. A DSP is a system that  

allows buyers of digital advertising inventory 

to manage multiple ad exchange and data  

exchange accounts through one interface. 

Data management platforms (DMP) were 

originally used as a tool to support DSPs for 

display advertising. A DMP is a unified technology 

platform that takes in disparate first-, second- 

and third-party datasets, provides normalisation 

and segmentation on those data and allows a 

user to push the resulting segmentation into live 

interactive channel environments. Behaviours on 

DMPs are monitored in the social sense through 

dynamic creative optimisation (DCO). DCO is a 

display ad technology that creates personalised 

ads based on the data of the viewer. DCO provides 

insights into how people behave. For example, 

some retail fast food chains have three different 

menus on some days. Their marketing objective is 

not about getting new customers but increasing 

the frequency of their visits; some visitors may 

only come for coffee and some may come only  

for breakfast. Platforms like DCO enable  

marketeers to target specific customer segments 

and add on a customised creative message to 

increase the visit frequency of their customers. 
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As AI-based programmatic and AI-based 

agencies are becoming established, we will 

gradually move to an era of marketing to  

machines. Instead of looking at just influencing 

consumers, marketers will also need to influence 

the algorithm. By 2019, it is expected that we 

will begin to outsource tasks to virtual personal 

assistants (VPAs) who will help to optimise  

decision making based on algorithmic ‘quality 

relevance scores’. VPAs will no longer be an 

object of fiction but real and sentient like. AI 

will understand our intentions before we do, 

and we will begin to outsource our decision 

making to our AI VPAs. The current marketing 

opportunities within AI include machine learning, 

chatbots, intelligent personal assistants and  

image recognition devices and software. We 

see a lot of our big clients adapting to AI, and  

they are investing in this space. To run our  

business, staying on top of the fast pace of  

AI growth is critical.

machine learning

The science of enabling computers to act  

without being explicitly programmed is an  

iterative process, where algorithms learn 

iteratively from data and behaviours. Learning 

from previous computations to produce reliable 

decisions and results is not a new concept, but 

because of its recent momentum, it is no longer 

like the machine learning of the past. The ability 

to automatically apply complex mathematical 

calculations to big data at super speed is, in fact, 

a recent development. Interestingly 90 percent 

of the world’s data was created in the past two 

years and 80 percent of it is unstructured. It is 

the progressive exponential scale of machine 

learning that makes it a trend with a capability 

to guide better decisions in real time, without  

human intervention.4

Many day-to-day activities are already 

powered by machine learning, including web  

search results, real-time ads on web pages and 

mobile devices, text-based sentiment analysis, 

prediction of equipment failures, pricing models, 

network intrusion detection, pattern image 

recognition, email spam filtering and fraud 

detection, to name a few. For instance, the 

connected washing machine at home can now 

determine if too much washing powder has  

been added. google and Skype tools like instant 

access search and real-time translation are  

a few other examples of tools powered by  

machine learning. Products like google Home 

devices are constantly listening to what their 

owners are saying and building their own  

decision-making capabilities.5

Algorithms will continue to prevail in the 

future, as machine learning continues to drive 

outcomes. The relationship between marketeers 

and agencies will also prevail as remuneration 

models continue to evolve towards fees based  

on business performance. 

image recognition

Nothing in machine learning captivates the 

imagination in the same way as the ability to 

recognise images. Driving this visual explosion 

are two factors, the first being the rise of  

mobile devices, which puts a camera in  

everyone’s pocket. Consumers can now take 

photos on the go and share them on social media 

through their mobile devices. The second is 

image-based social networks such as Instagram 

and Snapchat that cater to this new reality. Text-

based social platforms like Twitter have also  

taken advantage of this user behaviour and  

are offering more opportunities to put images in 

the limelight.

AI-based image recognition tools search 

social media sites for photos and compare them to 

an extensive library of images and characteristics. 

This would not have been humanly possible with 

such exponential data being created every day, 

and hence technology has helped in uncovering 

the right images at an unparalleled speed and 

scale. Image recognition across social media  

also offers huge benefits to companies when 

it comes to customer service. If an automaker  

has a recall for a defective, outwardly visible 

mechanism, image recognition technology has 

the power to instantaneously track cases through 

images posted on social media. Being able to 

interpret what people are doing and saying on 

social media through photos is a quick way to 

identify and reach out to target consumers. Another 

example is when a person goes on a holiday, 

and posts a picture on social media. By zeroing 

in on the location of the landmark in the photo, 

individualised recommendations and messages 

regarding nearby restaurants or shopping areas 

can then be sent to the user. Furthermore, most 

companies have eagerly capitalised on the surge 

in images on social media by creating their own 

visual content.

With AI and image recognition, marketeers 

can listen to what people are saying in real time 

and use those insights to deliver a better, more 

seamless and delightful consumer experience 

across all channels and touchpoints. The image 

recognition market worldwide is expected to  

triple by 2022. In many organisations, image 

recognition is already being used extensively 

in search and e-commerce utility platforms. 

For example, image recognition technology is 

embedded in Baidu translate in China. It is also 

being used in the TMall app by Alibaba. Image-

centric social media platforms are creating a 

vast new knowledge base about consumers. 

Image recognition software capabilities allow 

optimisation of computer-vision ‘readability’ and 

eases the purchase path from the moment of 

product recognition. The increasing trend now  

will be to move from search engine queries to 

image based search.

natural language ProceSSing

Data is being generated as we speak, as we tweet 

and as we send messages. A majority of this data 

exists in textual form and is highly unstructured  

in nature. They include tweets and posts on  

social media, user-to-user chat conversations, 

news, blogs and articles and product and  

service reviews. More recent data sources  

include chatbots and other voice-driven 

bots. Despite having high dimension data, the  

information present in such forums are not  

directly accessible unless it is processed manually 

or analysed by an efficient automated system.

Natural language processing (NLP) is an 

answer to this dilemma. NLP offers systematic 

processes for analysing, understanding and 

deriving information from unstructured text data 

in a smart and efficient manner. Natural language 

understanding (NLU) is a subtopic of NLP in AI  

that deals with machine reading comprehension. 

By utilising NLP and its components, one can 

organise massive chunks of text data, perform 

numerous automated tasks, and execute a  

wide range of actions such as automatic 

summarisation, machine translation, named 

entity recognition, relationship extraction, 

sentiment analysis, speech recognition and  

topic segmentation. 

While 2017 was the year of chatbots, in the 

coming years, chatbots will increasingly move 

to voice. AI may be reading while the human is 

listening, and hence it is right to say that the next 

generation will be the generation that speaks 

to their device. It is interesting to note that  

41 percent of American adults now use voice 

search on a daily basis. The most recent google 

Mobile Voice study revealed a 61 percent  

growth in longer queries that start with “who”, 

“what”, “where” and “how”. The interesting 

thing about voice-recognition technology and 

conversational commerce is the level of intimacy 

it brings to interactions. What this essentially 

means is that new customer experiences can 

be built using NLP to build better audiences for  

the future by gaining access to event level  

data. In addition, evolving data tools, AI and 
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conversational interfaces can be used to extract 

usable patterns from datasets even more quickly. 

Lastly, the next generation of inter-enterprise  

value exchange can potentially unlock new flow 

of data and better access to data.

Knowing how to move things faster using 

technology is important. People have euphoric 

dreams and desires and if marketeers can get 

the right insights into these dreams and desires, 

they can create campaigns that are many 

times more powerful than those created using  

regular marketing methods. Some organisations 

are already using NLP and AI to improve their 

service and marketing skills. For example,  

Royal Bank of Scotland uses AI to help its  

customer service staff answer consumers’  

queries quicker and more efficiently. However  

for a machine right now to comprehend  

an idea from processed unstructured data  

is difficult. 

PrePare for the neW World 

In a nutshell, the more data we get, the better 

we can target our audiences. Organisations 

will be striving to build more data assets, but  

for the right long-term relationship, they  

will have to empower themselves with AI 

and machine learning capabilities. The next  

generation will also see an inter-enterprise  

value exchange, as research and development 

of products are influenced by predictions.  

AI will most likely become an integral part 

of business plans. Every day brings about a 

small change but as we advance along the 

collective system of AI, machine learning, image  

processing and NLP, a lot of the heavy lifting  

will eventually be managed by software. As we 

head into the immersive age, we will be pushing  

the boundaries of reality, and the collision  

of man and machine will perhaps no longer  

be just a dream.
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LIAM WINSTON

markEtEErs,  
movE to mobilE

Mobile technology is changing the digital  

marketing landscape. In response, savvy  

marketeers must shift their marketing efforts to  

the mobile platform.

Since the advent of the Apple smartphone, 

mobile phone usage has grown exponentially 

and today, these devices have become the  

main interface between businesses and  

consumers. Mobile phones are now considered 

necessities and have become an integral part  

of consumer lifestyles. 

Consider this: Around half of American 

consumers surveyed would rather give up 

vacations, forgo dining out or work an extra day  

a week than surrender their phones.1

groWing imPortance of moBile 

In most developed countries, consumers spend 

more time on their mobile devices than on all  

other digital platforms taken together. 

One reason for this is improvements in 

mobile technology have made the mobile phone 

accessible and affordable for consumers in 

developing countries. This has led to a rapid uptake 

in mobile use worldwide. 

Another reason is the fact that mobile 

technology is leapfrogging and this is true for 

most of Asia. The number of activities people  

can perform on the phone is currently limited  

only by the bandwidth of service providers.  

In Indonesia and the Philippines, a lot of  

citizens’ first internet experience has been  

on the mobile phone, with many internet  

browser completely skipping the desktop.  

In China, before the deregulation of the  

marketplace, take-up of credit cards was  

much slower than in the west. Hence  

day-to-day transactions was previously 

predominantly in the form of cash 

payments. In the country now, a similar 

leapfrogging has taken place, with a lot of  

people going straight from cash to mobile  

wallets, and skipping over the use of the  

credit card altogether.
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The most common activity consumers 

perform on mobile is communicating on  

messaging apps. Facebook and WhatsApp  

dominate the global space, except in China 

where WeChat rules. Each of these platforms 

host around one billion monthly average users. 

For marketeers, these numbers represent a  

huge marketing potential. 

Ahead, smartphones will only grow 

Source: World Bank, gSMA, Apple, google, a16z, via Andreessen Horowitz

Source: a16z via Andreessen Horowitz

Source: Hillhouse Capital estimates, include on-demand taxi, private for-hire vehicles, as well as on-demand for-hire  
motorbike and bike trips booked through smartphone apps
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in importance. More consumers can now  

watch videos, play games and perform banking 

transactions on mobile in the 4g world. As 

network connectivity continues to improve,  

more connected devices will be linked to  

mobile phones. It is expected that by 2020,  

five billion people will have a smartphone.2  

These smartphones will be the main controllers  

of 75 billion connected devices.3

Smartphones will also be used as controllers 

for other devices in the Internet of Things. In  

the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCg)  

space, products like connected toothbrushes  

are being developed that will be able to provide 

data and feedback to the product user. In the  

case of the toothbrush, data will be collected  

on how well a user’s teeth have been brushed, 

including details such as the brushing time  

and whether circular movements were made.  

In healthcare, connected devices will be able  

to help in diabetes management by monitoring 

blood sugar levels. Wearable devices such as  

Fitbit and Jawbone have  sensors that collect  

data to help users fine-tune their workouts.  

Mobile is the centerpiece of this revolution 

as it functions as the dashboard for 

presenting data to the user. Data collected 

is pre-processed by software installed in  

the phone, which then extracts and presents to  

the user essential insights about the user. 

Mobile technology will also enable everyday 

transactions. This is already happening as we  

move toward a cashless society. In recent years, 

the growth in mobile payments initiated outside  

of a banking app has increased tremendously. 

Similarly, the sharing economy has also 

benefited from mobile technologies. The 

mobile phone enables companies like Uber and  

Mobike to operate, as rides have to be booked 

through mobile phones. In China, even basketballs 
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and umbrellas are available for short-term use. 

Similar to share-bikes, phones are used to access 

courtside lockers containing the basketballs 

or to unlock umbrellas. That said, not all share  

schemes have met with the same success as  

bike-sharing schemes.

aSia verSuS the WeSt

From a functionality perspective, Asian mobile 

platforms are much richer in features and  

functions compared to Western ones. Currently 

Western mobile platforms are playing catch-up. 

This is an important theme going forward and  

will come out in a number of aspects. 

For instance, WeChat is not just a  

messaging platform; it has grown into a  

multifaceted platform that affects all aspects  

of life in China, from making dog grooming 

appointments to booking airline tickets.  

However WeChat’s broad functionality could  

be impeding its adoption in other markets. 

The sheer number of things that can be done  

on a WeChat platform is tremendous. This makes 

it a double-edged sword because it’s become  

an ecosystem unto itself in China and users  

have gotten used to doing everything on it.  

As a result, a lot of features have been bolted  

onto it but as this was done gradually, users 

did not notice the incremental changes. 

However someone from the West may find 

that there is too much going on. For someone 
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who is navigating it for the first time, WeChat is  

difficult to get a handle on. To date WeChat has 

mostly gained traction in countries with a large 

number of Chinese diaspora. 

Still, Western rivals have taken notice of  

WeChat’s phenomenal growth and they  

understand that they will have to match its 

innovation mindset and speed to market. In 

Western markets, there’s a long evolution process 

before a new feature or facet is taken to market. 

From the idea stage, it goes to development, 

user testing, focus group research and so on. 

It is a process that could take well over a year.  

The mentality in China is different, and more  

along the lines of: “We’ve got this idea, let’s throw 

it out there and see what people think about 

it. If it’s good, we’ll leave it. If not, we’ll drop it  

off.” The problem with this approach is that  

while going from ideation to market quickly 

is good, the result could sometimes impact 

user experience because the bigger picture  

perspective has not been thought through.  

There may be a need to do some reconciliation 

and tidy things up a bit. 

Play Where conSumerS Play

Obviously marketeers have to adjust to the 

changing consumer outreach dynamics. Today, 

marketeers can reach consumers in three ways 

on the mobile platform: by creating a native app, 

developing a mobile website or advertising on a 

messaging platform. 

Native apps are installed through an  

app store such as google Play Store or  

Apple App Store. They are developed  

specifically for one platform. Apps provide 

consumers with the best user experience.  

However consumers need to be prompted  

to download the apps from the app store.  

Thereafter the app has to induce users to  

continue using it. If raising brand awareness is 

difficult, keeping consumers engaged is even 

harder. Consider this fact: Most consumers  

spend 77 percent of their time on only three  

apps.4 Company specific apps have to be well 

designed and worth the user’s time to download 

and use. 

Another way to reach mobile customers 

is to develop a mobile website or piggyback 

on a messaging platform. Formatting a website 

for mobile usage allows a company to provide 

instantaneous accessibility for its consumers  

while using a messaging platform has the  

advantage of simple initial deployment. 

Overall, native apps deliver the highest 

level of user engagement but also cost the 

most. Meanwhile a messaging platform is less  

expensive to develop but delivers the lowest  

level of user engagement.

Brands will probably need to be omnipresent 

and ensure a similar experience across all three 

components in their mobile strategy. 

Luxury Swiss watch retailer IWC decided it 

needed to enable full m-commerce (also known  

as mobile commerce) – including product 

catalogues, the ability to browse and the ability  

to check out – within a messaging platform. In  

this case, the platform it chose was WeChat.

 That said, it is ultimately consumers who  

call the shots; they decide how they want to 

engage with brands. 

continuouS engagement

Marketeers should also focus on refining their 

marketing approach and on continuously  

engaging with the customer. 

With the conventional campaign-based 

approach, a company might launch a mobile  

app for a Christmas promotion. Consumers  

interact with the company through the app  

until the app gets dropped in the new year. 

This creates a problem because the brand then  

needs to carry out another phase of engaging  

with the consumer the next round. Specific 

campaigns cause marketeers to lose sight of the 

bigger picture in favour of short-term objectives. 

Companies are now moving away from  

this kind of cyclical campaign approach  

to an ‘always on’ approach. This approach means 

brands can more easily engage with consumers  

and not have to go through the process of  

reengaging with them each time. This adjustment 

is a reflection of the category maturing, and  

also a reflection of technological improvements  

that allow apps to be a lot more sophisticated.  

Brands can now change the content within the 

app with far more ease, bringing in content that’s 

relevant to Christmas and swapping it out for  

content that’s relevant to Chinese New year  

within the same environment.

the game iS on

Marketeers are also reaching out to consumers  

in unconventional ways. given the growing 

popularity of video games, one way for a brand  

to engage with consumers is in the gaming  

space. The advisability of doing this depends  

on what the brand is trying to do and if a  

game is viable. 

games have been successfully used so  

far in creating brand awareness but without 

necessarily involving direct selling. An example 

of a successful campaign based on gamification 

is Zespri’s campaign to introduce kiwifruit to  

China and Thailand. Zespri is the world’s largest 

seller of kiwifruit. Unfortunately most people  

in China and Thailand had no idea what a  

kiwifruit was. There was therefore a need to  

educate young mothers on the nutritional  

benefits of kiwifruit for their children. The  

company decided to design a farming game  

with the hidden purpose of raising awareness  

on the nutritional benefits of the kiwifruit. This  

subtle approach ensured that consumers would 

not feel that they were being manipulated  

to go to the supermarket and buy kiwifruits.  

Like Zespri, companies need to invest significant 

time and effort into developing an engaging 

video game because there is a need to make  

the game stand on its own feet. This is to  

overcome consumers’ guardedness about  

a game when they know it’s sponsored by  

a brand.

conSolidation in a ‘SuPer aPP’

The industry is now in a consolidation phase  

with the creation of ‘super apps’. 

Instead of having three separate apps – one 

for offers, one for cards and one for transactions 

– companies may find, for example, that having  

them all in a single app makes it easier for users 

when they go to the app store. When users 

download the super app, everything they need  

is in that app. These powerful apps are more  

reliant on technology; the super app needs to 

pull data from a number of different sources  

and interlink them. 

An example of the above can be found  

in the banking world, where the customer  

will have a back end to support the front end 

components with a content management  

system that allows brands to update content, so 

the app is always fresh. It will have an analytics 

dashboard on the back of that. The bank must 

provide integration to access the customers’ 

balance and recent transactions. Then the back 

end may also need to link into a customer service 

centre. So the whole ecosystem that the app 

is operating in has become quite complicated. 

This is quite an evolution compared to five to 

seven years back, when an app would operate in  

isolation with a six-week shelf life and minimal 

integration. Today, expectations from the 

consumers have increased and for a marketing 

platform to meet those expectations, it would  

need to be smarter and leverage a lot  

more technology, which means it needs 

more integration with other aspects of the  

brand’s business. 

To conclude, given the trends in consumer 

behaviour, marketeers have to invest in mobile 

channels or risk becoming obsolete. Marketeers 
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should take the time now to assess their current 

mobile assets and how they can better deliver 

both their short-term and long-term objectives. 

Companies with smaller budgets will have to 

be creative in how they reach out to and retain  

their customers through the various mobile 

channels. Marketeers must learn from the 

experiences of others, but also be mindful of 

cultural differences across geographies.

Digital  
tools aND 
aNalytiCs

sECtioN 2

tools for 
Digital 

marketing

p. 32

Digital 
analytics

p. 28
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Digital aNalytiCs

Companies use digital analytics as a means to 

examine, evaluate and study qualitative and 

quantitative data collected from their own  

business and that of the competition. When 

leveraged well, digital analytics can help drive 

improvement of customer experiences and  

attract potential customers. More so, as digital 

analytics and data have come a long way from  

what it was just a few years ago. There exists 

abundance of readily available information  

online that can be used by firms to obtain initial 

insights. For example, google Trends, provides  

real time data on people’s searches and often, a 

unique perspective on what they are interested 

in. google Trends helps sample search data  

in an anonymous, categorised and aggregated 

form. Trends data is often normalised, so when 

we look at search interest over a period of  

time for a given topic, we are looking at that 

interest as a proportion of all searches on all 

topics at that time and location. When we look 

at regional interest for a topic, we actually  

look at search interest for that topic in a given 

region as a proportion of all searches on all  

topics at the same place at the same time. 

digital analyticS and tyPeS of data

There are many core capabilities of data 

and analytics comprising of digitisation and  

integration of vertical and horizontal value  

chains; digitisation of product and service  

offerings; and digital business models and  

customer access. The contributing digital 

technologies encompass cloud computing,  

mobile devices, Internet of Things platforms, 

location detection technologies, advanced 

human-machine interfaces, authentication  

and fraud detection, 3D printing, smart  

sensors, big data analytics and advanced  

algorithms, multilevel customer interaction and  

customer profiling, and augmented reality/

wearables. The main challenges in building  

digital operations is the lack of digital culture 

and training and lack of clarity on the benefits 

associated with digital investments.1

Digital analytics and associated data can be 

broadly categorised into: 

•	 On-site	web	analytics	and	data:	Includes	visitor	

behaviour on firm website, in-page and click 

analytics, content, visitor flow analysis and  

A/B testing. 

•	 Off-site	 web	 analytics	 and	 data:	 Includes	

behaviour on the entire internet, social  

media, sentiment analysis, online posts,  

blogs and ORM. 

There are a lot of challenges with both  

on-site and off-site data. For example, firms 

have to deal with large amount of structured  

and unstructured data. Thus, in addition to the 

volume and velocity of data firms have to deal  

with the variety and veracity of the data.  

Furthermore, some of the recent common 

challenges include attribution, accounting 

for multiple device usage, and measuring the  

true impact of digital data.2

Significant differences exist between digital 

data and traditional offline data. These include, 

but are not limited to, sequence of data, timing 

of data and pattern of data. For example, a  

customer visiting a website to make a purchase 

may directly go to a category search and  

product page and then go back to the category 

search before exiting, while another customer  

may first go to the category page, then to the 

category search and then to the product page 

before exiting. The sequence of data provides 

information about the success of a consumer’s 

navigation through the website. Another  

aspect of website visits is timing. For example, 

a customer may see an advertisement, visit the 

website, make a call and enrol all in the same 

week, whereas another may see the ad and 

visit the website, and then make the call a few  

months later, and probably enrol another  

couple of months after that. Thus, timing of 

consumer visits provides valuable information 

about the impact and effectiveness of various 

marketing actions. Hence, a web visit can be 

deemed successful depending on various  

factors like the time the web visit occurred and  

the pattern of the web visit.3

There are a number of issues/opportunities 

associated with the advent of abundant digital 

data. For example, social media sites like  

youTube have patterned user behaviour with  

most views happening in the first few days of  

the post. Interestingly, more than 50 percent of 

youTube videos do not get more than 500 clicks, 

and only about 0.33 percent of youTube videos 

get more than one million views.4 So how do  

advertisers make their budget allocation  

decisions for youTube? Other pertinent 

problems for e-retailers include shopping 

cart abandonments, associated intervention  

strategies, and attribution. Also, measuring the  

true impact of digital advertising and  

understanding new business models to generate 

more revenue through online advertising. 

effective uSage of digital adS

Many large multinational organisations specialising 

in a variety of consumer goods and services 

spend a major chunk of their marketing budget 

on advertisement. And increasingly digital 

advertisements have become the primary  

source of spending. This is despite the fact that  

many companies have often found digital 

advertisements to be ineffective in reaching 

the right audience. Procter & gamble (P&g), a  

company known for spending heavily on  

advertising, announced a cut of more than  

US$100 million on digital advertisements  

for the second quarter of 2017. P&g’s cuts  

were primarily targeted towards ads that could 

land up on sites with fake traffic driven by bots, 

or on websites with objectionable content. 

The cut reflects a raising concern across 

industry marketeers about how effective digital  

advertising really is in terms of reaching 

intended audience and the risks involved in such  

campaigns, whether it be serving bots instead of 

human beings or the inappropriate placement of 

ads posing a threat to the equity of the brands.5

Companies like Netflix and Amazon, however, 

continue to extensively use digital and marketing 

analytics to reach out to their consumer base. 

Netflix uses A/B testing, a controlled experiment 
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with two variants, that presents different content  

to different user groups to gather their reaction 

and build strategies centred around user  

behaviour. Within Netflix these user groups are 

called cells, and each member in the experiment 

belongs exclusively to one cell, and one of the 

cells is designated the ‘default cell’. The default 

cell members receive the same experience as 

regular Netflix members who are not part of the 

experiment. By performing A/B testing changes 

throughout the product and tracking users over 

time, Netflix is able to make requisite changes to 

their design to target better consumer retention 

and higher revenue.6

Netflix also uses computer vision algorithms 

to address the challenges of focal point, text 

placement and image clustering on a large  

scale. Their huge collection of nearly  

two million images play an important role  

in how members pick what to watch. The  

company uses a focal point algorithm, which 

uses a series of signals to identify the most  

interesting region of an image and then applies 

the information gathered to dynamically crop an 

image before displaying it. Another algorithm the 

company uses is the text detection algorithm. 

This allows them to automatically detect and 

correct cases of text overlaps and incorrect text 

placements. Image clustering is yet another 

area of importance. Here a similarity index is  

calculated based on the four parameters of 

histogram base distance, structural similarity 

between two images, feature matching between 

two images, and the earth mover’s distance 

algorithm to measure overall colour similarity. 

The similarity index measures the visual  

similarity among a group of images, as images 

often play a decisive role in creating the  

first impression.7

Online retail giant Amazon also uses data 

analytics to increasingly deliver business value.  

By using predictive analytics Amazon tries to 

generate more sales, and core to their analytics 

is consumer data. Through personalised 

recommendations, dynamic price optimisation 

and targeted marketing, Amazon tries to build 

its pool of loyal customers. The company uses 

various tools in the cloud for data storage, 

data collection, data processing, data sharing 

and data collaboration. One tool is the Elastic 

Map Reduce (EMR), which is built on top of its  

Hadoop framework.8 The EMR provides an easy,  

fast and cost-effective way to process vast  

amounts of data and helps the retailer to  

effectively manage and use Amazon’s analytics 

platform. Amazon EMR securely and reliably 

handles a broad set of big data use cases, including 

log analysis, web indexing, data transformations, 

machine learning, financial analysis, scientific 

simulation and bioinformatics. Amazon also  

offers recommended suggestions to its  

customers which is said to generate an  

additional 10 percent to 30 percent in revenue  

for the business. Their recommendation  

algorithms use predictive analytic techniques 

using consumer purchase history, browsing 

history, product trends, social media popularity 

and purchases made by customers with  

similar purchase history to come up with  

optimised recommendations. 

Another analytic tool Amazon deploys 

is dynamic price optimisation that supports  

real-time pricing by considering data from  

various sources like customer activity on the 

website, available inventory of a product, 

competitor pricing for a product, order history, 

preferences set for a product, expected margin  

on the product, etc. Dynamic pricing helps  

Amazon boost its profits by 25 per cent on an 

average. Amazon also uses data analytics to 

build real-time links with manufacturers, track 

inventory demand, and optimise same day or  

next day delivery options to its customers. In 

addition, Amazon uses data driven tools to 

optimise and cut down distribution costs. Big 

data systems help Amazon predict the number 

of data warehouses needed and the capacity 

each warehouse should have. The company 

also uses graph theory to minimise the delivery 

costs by choosing optimal schedules, routes  

and product groupings.9

Companies like Amazon and Netflix have 

created a ‘culture of analytics’ within their 

organisations enabling them to use the power 

of data in innovative ways. However, there 

are several companies that have made costly  

mistakes and have been unable to harness 

the power of data analytics efficiently and  

essentially this boils down to how deeply the  

analytics strategy has been integrated with end 

user experiences. Data driven insights have to 

be predictive in nature to generate value to the  

business, and a focus on flexible analytics 

infrastructure that drives action quickly, 

automatically and seamlessly is key to  

its adaptation.10
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tools For Digital 
markEtiNg

Every business understands the importance  

of marketing. A print or TV advertisement  

informs consumers about what a particular  

product does, how it does it and where to buy 

it. Flyers handed out at busy street corners can 

redirect traffic and increase footfall to specific 

shops in a shopping mall. Periodic newsletters 

distributed to bargain hunters can notify them 

of the latest sales or promotions available for a  

limited time only. 

What is exhilarating is that, today, the age 

of digital marketing has amplified the reach and 

success rate of traditional marketing. 

There are several digital agencies, including 

the Digital Arts Network, that help companies 

transition to the digital advertising space. But 

whether your organisation is a large company 

or a small and medium enterprise, whether  

your organisation is going it alone or is  

supported by a digital agency, one thing is 

irrefutable: All marketers need to embark on  

digital marketing armed with the right tools. 

There is a range of online tools available  

to suit various purposes. These tools can be  

applied by marketers from different backgrounds 

for day-to-day work. There are tools that are 

expensive (these are tools created for the bigger 

brands). At the same time, there is a host of  

free tools and resources for organisations that  

may not have large marketing budgets. What 

happens is many startups offer their proprietary 

tools free in the beginning. It is only when the 

tools have gained a critical mass of users or  

proved themselves indispensable that these 

startups start charging fees for the usage of  

their tools. 

Online marketing tools can be grouped  

into five non-exhaustive categories: inspiration 

tools, strategy and insight tools, creativity 

tools, digital marketing tools and social media 

management tools. 

Systematically, digital marketing begins with 

the sparking of inspiration among the marketing 

team. Next the company’s marketing strategy 

is defined. Tools for creativity are then used to 

broadcast the campaign in an innovative manner. 

The operational side of digital marketing deals 

with the execution of the campaign before  

social media management tools are employed  

to gather feedback and improve the campaign.

inSPiration

Inspiration tools can be used to help teams 

brainstorm ideas. They reveal current  

developments in digital marketing and educated 

marketers can study how other companies run 

their advertising campaigns. 

google and Facebook are the two essential 

advertising platforms for any company and google 

in particular offers helpful inspiration tools. 

The google Creative Sandbox, for example, 

displays some of the best digital campaigns from 

around the world. This free resource allows 

marketers to look at what some of the best  

digital marketers worldwide are doing today. 

The Doubleclick Rich Media gallery is  

another google inspiration tool. This gallery 

showcases some of the world’s best display 

advertising, with many different examples filtered 

according to different ad formats. Users can also 

search for ads based on categories to narrow  

down the viewing list. For example, car marketers 

can look at what other car brands are doing  

around the world.

Website design is another sphere that is  

filled with innovative ideas that will inspire 

marketers and one of the best tools for viewing 

website design is the Favourite Website Awards. 

This is the largest online award programme and 

the most high-end website gallery in the world. 

The judging panel presents daily, monthly and 

annual prizes to the best websites in the manner 

of an awards show. The submitted content 

is expensive, which reduces its relevance for  

insPiration strategy & 
insights creativity Digital 

marketing
social meDia
management

SMEs. Awwwards is a similar tool that evaluates 

websites that companies submit. The main 

difference is that the online community rates  

the websites for the Awwwards, as opposed  

to experts.

Strategy and inSightS

What are your consumers talking about? What 

are they looking at? How can these consumers 

be won over? Organisations need to formulate  

a digital marketing strategy and in order to do  

that, they need to first gain insights on their 

consumers. Fortunately there are plenty of  

free digital tools to help organisations do this. 

google Trends is a tool that enables  

marketers to study what people are searching  

for in real time. Search topics measure top-of-

mind awareness because people do not search 

for things they are unaware of. This free tool  

offers sophisticated ways of looking at what  

people are searching for and what the current 

big trends are, based on different markets. For 

example, on 29 August 2017 in Singapore the 

biggest trends on google were Pokemon go and 

Joseph Schooling. Savvy marketers can create 

culturally relevant content based on these two 

time-sensitive trends. When Joseph Schooling  

won an Olympic gold medal in swimming, 

marketers had to be ready at that exact moment 

to capitalise on the buzz. Had the campaign  

run a week later, it would have lost its relevance. 

google Trends and other tools for consumer 

insights have automated what used to be manual 
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research. In addition, they have taken the  

place of focus groups. The main problem with 

focus groups is that subjects in focus group 

sessions do not always reflect real-life behaviour. 

For instance, a focus group for McDonald’s 

might lead marketers to draw wrong conclusions 

because the participants were not hungry and  

were not in a hurry at the time when the survey  

was conducted. They were not actually 

going through an experience of being  

hungry and buying burgers from McDonald’s. 

However, there are now tools that enable  

marketers to be able to look at real behaviour. 

Marketing decisions can be made by observing 

consumer behaviour instead of asking  

consumers about how they would behave in 

hypothetical scenarios.

Discussions about events can spike up 

in a flash and die out quickly also. People start  

talking about something online quickly, but the 

buzz also dies down quickly. Therefore marketers 

have to react faster than ever if they want  

to take advantage of these trends. google Trends  

is an essential tool for marketers, despite  

the fact that it only examines google search data. 

Companies can display google Trends pages on 

their screens to monitor the general trends that 

could affect their business. 

trends24 is a similar tool that references 

Twitter data in real time. 

An advertisement for PlayStation was 

particularly interesting. On Valentine’s Day 2017, 

the company published a post on Facebook that 

displayed “XOXO” on a black screen using the 

PlayStation controller buttons. The campaign  

was a clever way of looking at something that is 

culturally topical and fits the brand well. It was 

one of the most successful social media posts  

for PlayStation without having to break the bank 

– the company spent very little to boost the  

post but it attracted over 1 million views!

google also offers several free tools to 

help fine-tune a company’s digital strategy. 

google Analytics can be used to track what is  

happening on a company website. It provides 

information about where web surfers are  

coming from, what they do on the website, what 

they click on, and how they behave. The tool 

will help marketers optimise the performance of 

websites by adjusting it to real user behaviour. 

google Display Planner is another strategy tool  

that can be used to design paid campaigns on 

google Display Network because it offers key 

information such as the potential reach to a  

specific target audience on google. 

Share Tally is another free tool that  

provides important feedback on how content is 

shared online. All someone has to do is post a 

website address on Share Tally and it will report 

back how many people are sharing the website  

on Facebook, Twitter, google, google Plus, 

LinkedIn and Pinterest. It is an unbiased measure 

of how good any content is. Marketers can  

evaluate the popularity of their content or 

benchmark competitors’ content. If marketers 

need help disseminating content, they can turn 

to Klout to help find online influencers. Klout is 

a website and mobile app that uses social media 

analytics to rate online social influence. Klout 

basically takes all the content and online posts 

from an individual and looks at how many people 

are sharing that content and interacting with 

it before providing a Klout score that indicates  

how credible a particular influencer is. 

Using influencers can sometimes yield  

better results than running an ad campaign. 

TweetDeck is an excellent tool that allows  

marketers to find Twitter influencers, look at 

different topics and hashtags, and dive really  

deep into what people are talking about. 

TweetDeck is a social media dashboard  

application for management of Twitter accounts 

and it looks at what people are posting on Twitter. 

Marketers can search for events on TweetDeck 

and look at everything that is going on around  

that particular trend. 

creativity

Need a way to make your proposals more 

memorable? Haiku Deck is a free creative tool 

that can help marketers build visually aesthetic 

presentations. It utilises stylish layouts and  

image filters to bring out key ideas. Marketers 

can type in any keywords and Haiku Deck will 

automatically suggest appropriate images to  

make a presentation more visually appealing. It 

makes available different templates and offers 

the free use of massive image libraries, saving 

marketers the hassle of manually sourcing for 

images and backgrounds.

Marvel App is a free prototyping tool that 

allows marketers to quickly build mobile apps  

(both for iPhones or android phones) without 

writing a single line of code. With the tool,  

marketers can stitch together lots of web design 

sketches and make them usable in any phone, 

tablet or browser. It can be used during client 

presentations to demonstrate how a mock 

app design works. Only when the proposal is  

approved will the company proceed to the 

development stage.

digital marketing

Working on a digital project right now?  

There are tools that can help you with that in 

various ways. 

Take Slack. This free-for-trial project 

management tool facilitates communication 

between people in a project. In fact Digital Arts 

Network uses Slack to share files, make decisions 

and comment on things. Digital Arts Network’s 

leadership team uses this because the team 

members are all scattered around the world. 

It offers the ability to create different channels 

for different projects and different topics and it 

basically replaces the email. 

But for organisations looking to do some 

email marketing, Campaign Monitor is the tool 

of choice. This free email communication tool  

is easy to set up for companies with existing 

websites. It assists marketers in integrating the 

content they create on the company’s website  

with marketing emails on a monthly basis. 

Campaign Monitor will automatically pull up 

all the content from a website and send the  

content as newsletters to subscribers. It 

also manages the company database by  

automatically synchronising all the contact  

details from new subscribers. Campaign Monitor 

also boasts really powerful analytics tools. 

When an email is sent to customers, Campaign  

Monitor is able to track how many customers 

have opened that email, what they read, what 

they clicked on, and what they shared. This  

allows companies to make educated decisions 

on how to best formulate their emails to their 

customers for maximum effectiveness. 

Meanwhile Squarespace is a subscription-

based tool that allows subscribers to build 
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a website without any design or coding  

knowledge. For a small monthly fee, anyone  

can maintain really professional-looking  

websites using Squarespace. These websites 

can even include e-commerce functions. For  

instance, Squarespace has integrated Shopify 

into its system so companies can have shopping 

carts and take payments on their websites. The 

e-commerce platform is also mobile optimised, 

and everything looks professional and nice  

with thousands of templates to choose from.  

A small mom-and-pop shop with no technology 

skills can theoretically have a professional  

website for US$12 a month rather than paying 

someone a lot more to build one from scratch. 

For a more commercially oriented marketer, 

HubSpot would be the answer. This is a one-stop 

shop for digital marketing. The tool supports  

email marketing, blogging, the monitoring of  

social media, SEO optimisation, the creating  

of web pages and customer relationship 

management. However this tool is expensive;  

it can cost up to US$1,000 a month.

WooRank is a powerful free-for-trial tool 

that the best SEO and SEM companies use.  

It can identify how to improve any website 

automatically. It can detect that a company  

does not have the right content, does not have  

the right tags, or does not provide enough links. 

It even lists the top five things that need to be 

addressed immediately. 

All these tools have one thing in common: 

They save marketers a lot of time and effort by 

automating a lot of previously manual tasks. 

Social media management

Lastly, there are great tools that can help 

organisations manage their social media 

communication.

In social media interactions between an 

organisation and consumers, the consumer 

expects periodic updates but does not wish  

to be blitzed by too many simultaneous posts. 

Some companies may create hundreds of posts  

at a time. They will find Buffer useful because this 

free app will figure out the right time to dispatch 

these posts automatically on social media. The 

timing of posts can be scheduled despite being 

created in batches. The performance of social 

media posts can also be tracked. It is especially 

useful for companies that outsource content 

creation. A company can pay a third party to create 

a lot of social media content in a short period of 

time and upload it to Buffer, which would then 

release the content slowly for US$100 a month. 

Hootsuite is a more extensive tool that  

basically gathers every social media networks 

in one place. It allows a marketer to manage 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WeChat and Line 

from one place. Posts can be automatically 

uploaded everywhere. All the data comes back 

and it is integrated into many different tools.  

It is an efficient way of managing social media 

platforms as a company. It allows marketers 

to look at what type of content works, what  

doesn’t work, what time of the day people are 

reading it and who is sharing what. It conveys  

the qualitative sentiment of how consumers 

perceive brands as well the quantitative issues  

such as the number of people reached, the  

number of people that liked it, shared it, or  

acted on it. The social media listening tools help 

to make known the qualitative aspects including 

how many people are talking about these topics 

and what they are specifically talking about.

In conclusion, for inspiration marketers can 

look at what the best people around the world 

in digital marketing are doing and replicate the 

best practices. The free quantitative and qualitative  

tools can help companies of all sizes make  

informed decisions based on consumers’ real 

behaviours, rather than basing decisions on 

guesswork or by asking people about their 

preferences. 

It would be a huge mistake not to use the 

many amazing tools out there. 
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JOHN BAILEy

Crisis CommuNiCatioN 
iN thE Digital agE

Imagine the year is November 2010 and you 

are the CEO of Qantas Airways. you receive an  

urgent call informing you that the company’s 

share price is falling suddenly and nobody  

knows why. Upon investigation, you discover 

journalists have been calling the Qantas Airways’ 

press team about an apparent engine explosion 

on a Qantas Airbus A380 shortly after takeoff 

from Singapore’s Changi Airport (an incident  

later referred to as ‘QF32’).  Witnesses on the  

ground had been posting comments about 

an explosion in the sky and photos of Qantas- 

branded aircraft debris on their social media  

feeds, which spread to the mainstream news  

media within minutes. The crew on board 

QF32, who were preoccupied with establishing 

communication with the air traffic control at 

Changi Airport, could not contact their operations 

centre in Sydney, Australia, so Qantas (which did 

not use any social listening tools at the time)  

was completely unaware of the unfolding crisis 

and had no information to share. The story  

peaked when Reuters, in the rush to get the  

scoop on the fast-escalating story, put out a 

breaking news alert that QF32 had crashed —  

20 minutes before the aircraft actually landed  

safely back at Changi Airport.

Companies often rely heavily on online 

channels, including social media, to market 

their products and services, yet they are often  

clueless as to how to handle reputational risks 

online. When people have been disappointed, 

inconvenienced, alarmed, upset or (in the worst 

case) endangered, they see their most powerful 

recourse as reaching for the phone in their  

pocket and sharing their experience online.  

Despite this, how many companies are prepared  

to respond effectively when that happens? 

managing Breaking neWS in the age  

of Social media

The Qantas QF32 incident made the entire  

airline industry sit up and take notice. Something 

had fundamentally changed. This was the  

first time that news of a developing aviation 

emergency had spread across social media 

channels while the aircraft involved was still  

flying, and while the airline concerned was 

completely unaware of what is happening. If 

breaking news now breaks on Twitter, how 

can companies build an “always on” response  

capability that would allow them to intervene  

in and influence the online narrative before it  

spirals out of control? 

The risk is not confined to airlines: any  

brand or organisation may find itself at the  

centre of a social media firestorm if its products  

or services (or sometimes the behaviour or 

comments of its employees or executives)  

attract unwanted attention. 

The reputational risk is arguably even higher 

for companies that outsource delivery of their 

services to a third-party. Take the recent United 

Airlines (United) incident where 69-year-old 

physician Dr. David Dao was forcibly removed 

from an overbooked flight. In common with 

many airlines that operate through franchise  

or codeshare partners, United had in fact 

outsourced the now infamous flight from  

Chicago to Louisville to Republic Airline  

(Republic), one of United States’ largest regional 

airlines.1 Although the flight was operated by 

Republic, it was branded and sold as United 

Express, so social media reports overwhelmingly 

held United accountable for the horrific footage 

of Dr. Dao being dragged off the aircraft while 

bleeding from the nose. This is also despite the 

fact that the uniformed security personnel who 

did the actual manhandling worked for Chicago 

O’Hare International Airport (they were fired  

after the incident). 

When the first pictures and outraged 

comments appeared on social media, United  

tried to request more information from a  

passenger who witnessed the incident before 

issuing a bland response apologising for the  

fact that it had to “re-accommodate” some 

passengers. The resulting media furore wiped  

more than US$1 billion off the market value of 

United’s parent company United Continental 

Holdings after mistaken reports that Dr. Dao was 

Chinese led to threats of a consumer boycott 

in China, United’s largest international market. 

Eventually, United CEO Oscar Munoz had to  

issue a fulsome apology and promised to  

conduct a thorough investigation. The  

company’s initial reaction completely misjudged 

the emotional impact of the videos and photos 

of Dr. Dao being manhandled off the aircraft,  

and the resulting outrage from other customers 

who have become conditioned to expect poor 

service standards on major US airlines. But the  

real problem for United – and for any other 

company or brand facing a similar situation – 

is that the story was told by customers on the  

scene, who clearly had more information 

than United. More crucially, they had pictures 

and videos of the incident, which showed up  

United’s statement to be ludicrous. 

This is an upsetting event to  
all of us here at United. I apologize  

for having to re-accommodate  
these customers. Our team is moving 

with a sense of urgency to work  
with the authorities and conduct 
our own detailed review of what 
happened. We are also reaching  

out to this passenger to talk directly 
to him and further address and 

resolve this situation.

-Oscar Munoz, CEO, United Airlines
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evolution of Social media

Social media is not a new phenomenon, but 

its influence is now all-pervasive. Its power will 

continue to evolve, shaped by three key future 

trends. They are:

•	 increasing connectivity. In 2017, more 

than 2.2 billion people were active on social  

media, and the number of people using 

the internet as a tool to access and share 

information keeps increasing.2 The International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) predicts  

that by 2030, every citizen on the planet will  

(in theory) have access to broadband internet 

and will potentially use social media.3

•	 increasing mobility. There are already more 

mobile phones in circulation than people, 

again according to the ITU. In 2017, mobile 

phones numbers beat world population by  

3 percent.4 Most – but not all – are internet-

enabled smartphones, particularly in East  

Asia. Smartphones and other mobile devices 

already account for more than 50 percent  

of all internet usage, a percentage that is 

growing inexorably.

•	 increasing visibil ity.  Er icsson’s 2015  

Mobility Report stated that more than  

70 percent of mobile internet use will be  

video by 2021.5 This is underpinned by 

the development of telecommunication 

networks from voice only to high capacity 

data transmission, with the first commercial 

5g networks due to be launched in Europe  

in 2018. Image quality and speed will continue  

to improve, especially for live streaming.

All this means that anyone, anywhere, 

will be able to whip out a mobile device and 

broadcast events that are unfolding before their 

eyes on channels like Facebook Live, youTube or  

Periscope in real time. This has already come to 

pass, as demonstrated by the public’s sharing of 

the early coverage of terrorist attacks in Europe, 

shootings in the United States and the grenfell 

Tower disaster in London. 

Despite this, organisations are not revising 

their crisis response strategies quickly enough 

to accommodate the social media element.  

Research by the law firm Freshfields Bruckhaus 

Deringer has shown that 28 percent of crises 

reported on social media can achieve global 

coverage within an hour of the first report, and 

69 percent of crises will become internationally 

known within 24 hours. On the other hand, it 

takes companies an average of 21 hours to issue 

“meaningful communication” in response to the 

incident. Companies that are not aware of the 

conversations taking place online, or that are not 

prepared to respond effectively, are therefore 

leaving themselves open to “trial by Twitter”.

After the Asiana Airlines crash at San  

Francisco International Airport in July 2013, the  

first picture appeared on Twitter within  

28 seconds of the incident. It was taken by a 

passenger waiting at the gate to board another 

flight. This was followed almost immediately by 

photos and videos taken by passengers escaping 

from the wreckage, showing smoke billowing  

from the plane.6 Are companies ready with a 

response to such a scenario? Asiana was not, 

particularly as the accident happened on the  

other side of the Pacific Ocean at 3.28 am on 

a Sunday morning, Seoul time. It took Asiana  

three hours to tweet its first acknowledgement,  

by which time there had been tens of thousands 

of posts on social media and the story was 

running “live” on almost every major news  

channel worldwide.

Today, sources like Dataminr automatically 

alert subscribers whenever there is a spike in 

social media activity in a particular location. Many 

mainstream news organisations such as CNN 

use Dataminr to identify potential news stories 

and to contact the individuals who are posting 

comments or images online, ensuring that the 

first news reports are driven by the people who 

experienced or witnessed the scene and who  

may have photos or videos of the event.  

Dataminr is also used by companies, for example 

American Airlines, to monitor any potential 

issues and, at the same time, to access the same 

information sources available to the news media.

What comPanieS can do

Adapting to the new communication landscape 

requires a change in mindset. gone are the 

days when companies had hours, even days, to 

deliberate over a response to a developing crisis,  

to gather information, consult with their legal 

counsel and distribute a carefully worded press 

statement that has gone through multiple revisions 

and layers of approval. If breaking news breaks 

first on Twitter, an organisation has to be ready  

to respond in the same channel, ideally within 

minutes of the first posts appearing. 

Developing the right response starts with 

listening to social media chatter. If a company 

is unaware that an incident has occurred, or  

that consumers are sharing their negative 

feelings or experiences of its products online, it 

is in no position to respond. There are dozens 

of commercially available social listening tools  

such as Dataminr (or even the free google Alerts) 

that will provide early warning of emerging  

issues and allow companies to track conversations 

and who is driving them. 

Having identified the issue, the next step is 

activating a response process that will allow the 

organisation to reassure those affected that it is 

aware of the problem and is mobilising resources 

to assist them and to mitigate the impact. A 

consistent and coordinated response to all  

affected stakeholders, across all channels 

and touchpoints, is essential. But this is 

easier said than done because often different  

communication channels are administered by 

different departments. For example, the website 

may be an e-commerce portal managed by 

the marketing department, not the corporate 

communication department. Similarly, social media 

channels that are used primarily for promotional 

activities and internal communication may be 

controlled by the human resources department.

 A lack of coordination between internal 

departments may result in consumers, investors, 

channel partners, suppliers and employees  

seeing different or even contradictory messages. 

For example, when Samsung was forced to  

cancel production of its galaxy Note 7  

smartphone after multiple cases of spontaneous 

battery fires, its online channels presented 

conflicting information, most of which was out 

of date. On the day Samsung announced the 

cancellation of the galaxy Note 7 (12 October 

2016), Samsung Mobile’s Twitter feed featured  

the water-resistant technology of the Samsung 

gear S3 watch with no mention of the galaxy  

Note 7 termination. On Samsung’s global 

website, a press statement dated 10 September 

2016 announced a galaxy Note 7 replacement 

programme for affected customers. However the 

Samsung Mobile Facebook page on the same  

day carried a statement dated 7 September,  

citing 35 cases of exploding galaxy Note 7  

battery worldwide as of 3 September, with no 

mention of the replacement programme.

defining BeSt Practice

After the Qantas QF32 incident, the airline’s  

CEO Alan Joyce admitted they had “missed the 

whole social media end of communication” 

and called for the global trade association IATA 

(International Air Transport Association) to take  

the lead on advising its members how to adapt  

their crisis management and communication 

strategies to the new communication landscape. 

IATA responded by developing a set of best  

practices in crisis communications for the global 

aviation industry in the age of social media called 

the “Crisis communications and social media: 

A best practice guide to communicating in an 

emergency” (IATA Best Practice document).7
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The IATA Best Practice document, which 

can be downloaded free from the IATA website, 

serves two principal functions. First, it codifies 

the role and responsibilities of all parties that 

may be involved in the aftermath of an aviation 

accident or major incident like QF32. This  

includes the airline, but also its potential  

codeshare and alliance partners, airports, air  

traffic control, the aircraft and engine manufacturers 

and third-party contractors. Second, it contains 

recommendations for developing an effective 

crisis communication structure, including  

internal roles, training and how to maintain 

consistency across multiple communication 

channels. The first version of the guidelines, 

published in December 2012, included a  

12-month communication timeline (from First 

Tweet to First Anniversary). The guidelines  

underline the need to plan for an extended 

communication programme that would feature 

multiple events or milestones.

It also recommends that following a major 

adverse event, airlines should immediately change 

the branding visuals on their websites and other 

online properties to monochrome and remove 

promotional materials (for example, smiling faces) 

that could be seen as insensitive. The question 

of how to return to “business as usual” must 

be communicated sensitively and coordinated  

across all channels, including paid advertising  

and other marketing activities. This may 

take several weeks. For example after the  

germanwings flight 4U9225 crashed into  

the Alps in April 2015, the airline waited three 

weeks before it posted a destination promotion 

on its website, but the home page remained 

monochrome with no images apart from the 

hashtag “#indeepsorrow”.

The importance of being able to monitor 

emerging issues and respond quickly was  

illustrated by American Airlines (American) in  

April 2017, barely two weeks after the United 

Airlines furore. A video was posted on Twitter 

showed a disturbance on board an American 

aircraft about to depart San Francisco  

International Airport. The incident involved 

a mother carrying two 15-month-old twins  

who was told she can’t bring her baby stroller 

into the cabin. The footage appeared to  

show an aggressive, shaven-headed male flight 

attendant roughly yanking the stroller from 

the woman’s arms and then challenging other 

passengers who tried to defend her to a fight.  

Within an hour, American had suspended  

the flight attendant at the centre of the  

incident and issued the following statement:  

“What we see on this video does not reflect  

our values or how we care for our customers,”  

said American.8 It also added, “The actions  

of our team member captured here do not  

appear to reflect patience or empathy, two  

values necessary for customer care. In short,  

we are disappointed by these actions.”9 American 

then arranged for the mother and her twins  

to be transferred to first-class seats on another 

plane and issued a further official apology to  

bring the matter to a close.

Unlike the United Airlines issue, the 

“strollergate” story died down within 24 hours  

thanks to American’s quick and empathetic 

response, which was a result of careful planning.  

The previous year, American had begun an 

experiment to see how it could be more  

responsive on social media and placed two 

members of its social media team in the 

Operations Control Centre, which monitors 

all aircraft movements across the American  

Airlines network 24/7. By allowing the operations 

team to see customers’ reactions on social  

media to flight delays, disruptions or service  

issues brought the customer experience right  

into the trenches. Within one minute of the  

first tweet appearing on Twitter, the duty  

manager called the captain of the aircraft in  

San Francisco to find out what was happening,  

and the social media team was able to respond 

with the right information.

not JuSt for airlineS

Although the IATA guidelines were developed 

specifically for the aviation industry, the 

fundamental principles and recommendations 

set out in the document apply to any company  

or organisation, all of which face the same 

challenge of responding to crises that may  

erupt in real time across social media. 

In 2017, the set of guidelines was  

downloaded from the IATA website more than  

700 times and it is being referenced by  

companies from multiple industries, including 

retail. Even companies whose primary customers 

are other businesses are transforming their 

approach to crisis communications, recognising 

that the key is to “think about your customer’s 

customer”. Rolls Royce, the manufacturer of  

the engines on Qantas Flight 32, was widely 

criticised for its slow response to the QF32 

incident, but has subsequently transformed its 

communication strategy to embrace social media.  

To summarise the IATA recommendations: 

1.  Use social listening as an “early warning” 

mechanism. 

2.  Develop a crisis communications plan in 

“peacetime”.

3.  Be ready to activate and respond within 

minutes.

4. Integrate all owned channels into the 

communication response.

An example of a suggested immediate response 

could be as follows:

t+15 mins:  
Release first “tweet” 
acknowledging 
initial reports. 
Update regularly.

t+60 mins: 
More detailed 
statement posted to 
website and released 
on other channels.

t+60 mins: 
Branding visuals 
changed on all  
online platforms.
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5.  Ensure message (and brand) consistency  

across every touchpoint, online and offline.

6.  Monitor ongoing conversations and be 

prepared to engage when appropriate.

7.  Implement an employee social media policy 

that covers what to say and what not to say,  

as well as when to say it.

8.  Exercise the plan and review it regularly.

A final word: if your organisation is not 

prepared to digitally respond to a crisis, it has to 

prepare itself for the possibility of one day being 

caught offguard in a reputational crisis both  

online and offline. 
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DOMINIC KOH 

mastErCarD’s 
Digital markEtiNg 
stratEgy: PriCElEss 

This is the story of how Mastercard, the world’s 

leading enabler of safe, simple and smart  

payments systems, adopted and leveraged social 

and digital marketing to drive brand salience and 

category growth.  

the B2B2c BuSineSS model 

Mastercard’s business model pivots on driving 

commercial transactions in an ecosystem with 

three principal stakeholders: the issuing banks, the 

retailing merchants, and the consumers (Figure 1).  

Although its iconic logo is mostly commonly 

associated with credit and debit cards, Mastercard 

itself does not issue the cards but partners with 

banks who are the issuers. Mastercard runs a 

global payments network that connects issuing 

banks with those that process the payments on 

behalf of the merchants. It provides the platform 

to enable card and other electronic transactions 

to be authorised, cleared and settled. As such,  

the company deals with banks and merchants  

who, in turn, deal with consumers. This B2B2C 

business model demands a more complex role  

of marketing, one that highlights the value 

Mastercard provides to its banks and merchant 

partners, as well as the end customers.

The traditional approach to marketing relied  

on banks offering credit card promotions for  

specific merchants, or specific products and 

services with a specific validity. This “push 

strategy” was based on telling the customers 

where and when to spend. yet, how many of us 

really make use of the promotion booklet that 

accompanies our monthly credit card statement, 

the SMS promotions or electronic direct mails? 

The promotions could be for brands, restaurants, 

services and events that we don’t know about or 

are not interested in. The limited validity of these 

offers made them even more restrictive to use. 

I recall, the promotions booklet would adorn 

my bureau, only to be chucked into the dustbin  

a few weeks later. 

At the other end, the challenge for  

merchants is that they need a constant footfall 

of customers in their retail or food and beverage 

outlets, who may or may not return after the first 

visit/purchase. And the promotions and coupons 

help in getting customers into the door for  
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the first time. So a key challenge for payments 

companies like Mastercard is to work with banks 

and merchants to create compelling, organised  

and customised offers that target the right 

customers at the right place and time.

“When Raja Rajamannar (Raja), Chief  

Marketing Offer (CMO) of Mastercard, joined the 

company in September 2013, Mastercard was 

considered one of the world’s most valuable and 

recognisable brands. The marketing department 

excelled at creating high-quality, engaging 

advertising. A memorable example of this was  

the Priceless ad campaign, which was introduced  

in 1997 and featured vignettes of human  

interaction that concluded with the lines, ‘There  

are some things in life money can’t buy. For 

everything else, there’s Mastercard.’ ‘I inherited 

a strong brand and a well-functioning marketing 

department,’ recalled Raja. However, Raja 

saw challenges with the existing approach. 

He explained: Marketing primarily focused on  

branding but nobody quite understood if and  

how it drove business. 

Raja began by redefining the Marketing 

mission. Underpinning his thinking was what  

he dubbed “Marketing 4.0,” insights that 

contextualised Mastercard’s trajectory to date  

and pointed where he thought the company 

needed to be: 

•	 Marketing	1.0	was	about	stressing	the	superior	

nature of your product. 

•	 Marketing	2.0	was	about	emotions,	even	to	the	

extent of excluding product attributes from the 

campaign, as our initial Priceless advertising did. 

•	 Marketing	3.0	was	data-driven:	we	used	data	

and algorithms to target consumers with 

precision, relevance, and timeliness. 

•	 Today,	we	are	entering	a	new	era	of	connected	

consumers that has been brought by the digital 

revolution and the social media tsunami. This 

is what we are calling Marketing 4.0.”1

the neW era of marketing

In today’s fast-paced dynamic world, companies 

need to continuously innovate, transform, change 

and recreate. Marketing and branding strategies 

also need to adapt and evolve as the digital and 

social media landscape has transformed purchase 

behaviour forever. Asia-Pacific, in particular, offers 

huge opportunities for businesses in this area.  

The region’s population of 4.12 billion has  

40 percent Internet penetration (or 1.66 billion 

users), 29 percent social media penetration (or  

2.8 billion active social network users) and 94 

percent mobile subscription penetration (3.86 

billion active mobile subscriptions) – in the true 

sense, a digital tsunami.2 

Despite the growth in the use of Internet 

and mobile technologies, marketers are finding 

it extremely difficult to reach consumers through 

these channels. Websites visits wither out, emails 

go unread and texts are immediately deleted.  

What is more, consumers are showing banner 

blindness – with banners and pop-ups on websites 

earning an abysmal click rate of 0.05 percent – 

they have become more of irritants than sources  

of content. Companies are finding it harder and 

harder to drive transactions.

 Although word of mouth always has, and 

continues to, matter for marketers, today social 

media is the high impact, “word of mouth tool” 

through which experiences are being shared. 

Earlier, if I bought a detergent that I liked, I would 

tell it to a friend that I meet that day. This is the 

1-to-1 model. But with social media, I now post 

my experience on social media and everyone I 

know gets the information. This is the 1-to-1000 

model. Equally, when I look for a new detergent, 

I no longer browse the store shelves of different 

brands. Today, I go onto social media and find  

out from my friends and/or look at reviews users 

have posted. google coined the term “Zero 

Moment Of Truth” (ZMOT) in 2012, which refers 

to the point in the buying cycle when the consumer 

researches a product. The number of consumers 

researching a product online prior to purchase  

has been on the rise in recent years as the Internet 

and mobile continue to advance. (Figure 2) 

Source: Mastercard
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maStercard’S digital engine

Marketing 4.0 evolved into Mastercard’s new 

brand positioning, “Connecting People to  

Priceless Possibilities.” Priceless Possibilities 

became a platform of four related programmes 

– Priceless Cities, Priceless Surprises, Priceless 

Causes, and Priceless Specials – each of which 

aimed to create a “Priceless Experience” for 

cardholders that simultaneously attracted banks 

and merchants as commercial and marketing 

partners with Mastercard.

Driving the execution of the global 

brand strategy, was a solution incubated and  

developed in Singapore, the Asia Pacific 

headquarters of Mastercard, called the Digital 

Engine, an operational model and mind-set that 

combined the best of emotional advertising  

with the science of data analytics and precision 

targeting. The emotional connection was still 

made through stories. But Mastercard moved 

from story-telling and story-making to tapping 

into the right trends at the right time and  

engaging with consumers in a way that they  

create the stories themselves. And the company 

didn’t need hundreds of stories for marketing 

success, just a few good ones. 

A campaign using the Digital Engine 

operational mindset was created to execute 

the global brand strategy – Priceless Surprises 

celebrating New year’s Eve, with actor Hugh 

Jackman driving digital and social engagement 

with Asia-Pacific consumers over a period of  

two months. The process began with the  

creation of an emotional spark. Several weeks 

before New year’s Eve, Mastercard produced 

a video spot of Jackman and placed it on  

Facebook and other digital channels. In the 

video, Jackman announced, “This New year’s 

Eve, Mastercard wants to fly you anywhere in the  

world to celebrate incredible people who truly 

matter to you. Let’s remember family, friends, 

mentors who influenced us through their  

passion and wisdom, wherever they may be in the 

world. Share a story about this amazing person  

for the chance to reunite with them this New  

year’s Eve as a Priceless Surprise.”3

Thousands of consumers across the region 

submitted personal stories. Mastercard then 

segmented these consumers and targeted them 

with specific offers. The company followed up 

with a second video of Jackman surprising his  

old acting coach with a personal visit,4 and  

again with a series of videos of cardholders 

Mastercard selected and sent to surprise and 

reconnect with old friends or family members on 

New year’s Eve (Figure 3).5

Over the six weeks, the campaign touched  

50 million consumers with 19 million engagements. 

Hugh Jackman’s video received 3.8 million 

views and generated 3 million qualified leads to 

merchants, twice the industry benchmark.  

Mastercard’s Digital Engine also capitalises 

on consumer insights identified through real  

time trend-based analysis, offers matching,  

creative content contextualisation (repackaging  

of existing creative to match the current trend)  

and media amplification model to drive impact  

at scale. The Digital Engine optimised the  

collation and analysis of data, to turn real time  

data and insights into real time commercial  

actions and decisions by helping to identify:

 

•	 What	the	right	commercial	opportunity	is;

•	 Where	the	greatest	returns	will	come	from;

•	 Who	 to	 target	with	 the	most	 effective	 and	

efficient use of media across multiple channels 

and devices; and

•	 What	 content	 and	 offers	 to	 package	 and	 

target them with, while testing and learning in 

real-time. 

An example of this is Mastercard’s campaign 

for Japanese cardholders in conjunction with 

Hotels.com. Online sentiments (achieved  

through continuous tracking and trending of 

social media data) showed that many people  

were interested in travelling to Tokyo in  

December to see the city decorated in LED  

lights. Among these, Rappongi Hills was a  

popular spot for locals and tourists to see 

the Christmas illumination. With this in mind, 

Mastercard targeted people interested in brand 

names, competitor names, Tokyo Travel and/

or Japan interests, offering Mastercard holders  

12 percent off on hotel bookings in Tokyo,  

when they book through Hotels.com. Within  

a day, a lit-up view of Christmas lights in  

Rappongi was used as a focal creative, which 

pandered to the inherent desire to visit the  

place. In this way, with prior knowledge of 

what customers want, the company is able  

to create demand not just for a product, service  

or solution, but a real-time experience. With  

such a targeted, “smart” offer, the company 

achieved a 200 percent conversion rate with  

a 30 percent higher booking rate for  

Mastercard cardholders. 

Ultimately, the digital engine relies on first 

creating the engagement and then offering the 

contextually appropriate promotion – setting 

emotional context (priming the audience)  

before closing the sale (contextually relevant 

promotion). It completely changes the  

perspective of why purchases are made. For 

example, an offer at Starbucks would start  

with, “Catch up with a friend over a hot cup  

of coffee at Starbucks.” And by the way, the  

second cup of coffee for your friend is free  

with Mastercard. 

To execute this model at scale, and in  

real time, Mastercard had to move away from 

traditional forms of digital campaign optimisation, 

where either: 

•	 Agencies	 would	 run	 direct	 response	

campaigns using automated dynamic  

creative optimisation, where this is no  

human and creative intervention;

•	 Agencies	 would	 apply	 insights	 and	 trends	 

to direct response campaigns at the  

beginning of a campaign, or at a set  

frequency; or 

•	 Brands	 and	 their	 agencies	 would	 come	 

together mid-campaign, to discuss the 

optimisation recommendations, any relevant 

insight and trends, and then post-campaign, 

to evaluate performance and discuss 

recommendations for the next campaign.

Mastercard had to not only find an  

optimal and efficient amalgamation of the three 

models, and had to execute at an increased 

figure 3 

“This new year’s eve, celebrate your success 
with someone you love.” An emotional 
surprise for Hugh Jackman and his mentor, 
leading to a tearful reunion in New york 
City. Jackman and Mastercard paid tribute 
towards his mentor by establishing a new 
scholarship in the mentor’s name.

Video can be accessed at:

https://youtu.be/lry1itaeexu

Source: Mastercard
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frequency, to enable current day insights to be 

applied and effective decisions to be made in  

real time.

Through the digital engine, Mastercard  

has been able to effectively share targeted  

content, sponsorship assets and offers with 

consumers, something that was not possible  

under the previous marketing regime. The 

customised marketing has yielded better  

results. To date, the four priceless platforms 

have been launched and rolled out globally,  

and have been well received by customers and 

have generated impact. 

orgaNisiNg 
For Digital 
traNsFormatioN

sECtioN 4

Digital 
transformation: 

reinventing 
the marketing 

function

p. 52

references:
1 Sunil gupta, Srinivas K. Reddy & David Lane, “Marketing 

Transformation at Mastercard”, Harvard Business School,  
Case study 9-517-040, August 9, 2017.

2 Mastercard estimates.
3 “Hugh Jackman shares his own #PricelessNyE story”, youTube, 

http://bit.ly/2lTWaMA.
4 “Masercard Hugh Jackman and #PricelessNyE mentor 

reunion”, youTube, http://bit.ly/2nxcH5r.
5 “Mastercard Singapore #PricelessNyE reunion, youTube, 

http://bit.ly/2lTU9Qx.
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DAMIEN CUMMINgS

Digital 
traNsFormatioN: 
rEiNvENtiNg thE 
markEtiNg FuNCtioN 

People often get confused between digital 

transformation and going digital. going digital  

may merely mean switching from paper to  

electronic processes. In my opinion, digital 

transformation is a process that occupies a 

more strategic space. It is about moving away 

from traditional marketing to digital marketing 

and shifting from traditional selling to new  

go-to-market models and omnichannel retailing. 

Equally important, digital transformation also 

means looking into the people aspect – that  

is, determining the requisite skills and  

competencies for digital marketing. Digital 

marketing, therefore, is about marshalling the  

4Ps – people, processes, partners and platforms 

– that ensure successful digital transformation.

Building BlockS of  

digital tranSformation

The key building blocks of digital transformation 

include: Strategy, Engagement, Innovation, 

Technology and Data. Underpinning all five  

blocks is People. The term ‘People’ encompasses 

the culture of the company, its leadership and  

the skills and competencies of its people. Most 

digital transformations fail because one or  

more of these elements are poorly managed. 

Many times too, while businesses proactively 

manage Engagement, Innovation, Technology  

and Data, they lack a fundamental digital 

transformation Strategy. Such businesses are  

able to carry out digitisation, but not digital 

transformation. An example is when an  

organisation gets all its departments going 

paperless and all its processes automated,  

however the process change doesn’t yield  

the expected results because the Strategy  

element is missing, that is, it is change guided  

by no coherent direction.

But in my view, a lack of Engagement  

is the primary reason why the majority of  

digital transformation projects fail. Organisations 

may have a good Strategy, with Innovation, 

Technology and Data underpinning everything 

they do, but they can still get resistance from  

the internal team. In most organisations, there  

is a so-called ‘frozen centre’. While the  

leadership team is very vocal in advocating  

change and many of the newer, younger  

people joining the organisation are also eager  

and supportive of change, there is often a  

frozen centre comprising the majority of middle 

managers who are often jaded or disillusioned  

and who do not want change. To many of  

them, change is fantastic unless they have to  

do it. 

Technology is fundamental in a  

digital transformation project, and its absence 

leads to a high degree of frustration among  

those implementing the technology and those 

using it. Even with the best intentions, nothing  

can truly happen because the technology  

required to support the transformation is not  

there. The first challenge for most organisations 

is the technology challenge. It is what is  

called the ‘brown pants’ moment. This could  

be visualised as a mark of a burning flame  

on a pair of pants, representing external pain 

inflicted on an organisation because it was  

not prepared for inevitable change. 

Dell is a case in point. The company  

went through a period called ‘Dell hell’, where its 

products were not on par with its competitors  

change management for digital tranSformation

strategy engagement innovation technology Data &  
analytics

Digital
transformation

People: culture, leadership, & Skills/competency

and customer service was poor. Founder  

Michael Dell had to come out of semi- 

retirement to turn the business around by 

revamping the e-commerce and social media 

side of things. The company badly needed to 

invest in better technology to get to the next  

level of competition. Like Dell, it is often the  

case of obsolete technology, or no technology,  

that is a big stumbling block to digital  

transformation for many organisations.

Meanwhile if an organisation is lacking 

in Innovation, it is not really moving forward. 

An organisation may have digitised everything 

without any resistance but without innovation, 

the organisation suffers from a lack of coherence. 

Lastly, companies lacking in Data will  

stagnate in digital transformation. Data acts like 

a road sign. It tells you how fast you’re going  

and where you’re going. If you’re not measuring 

data, it’s not actionable. That is, it is not  

possible to make an informed decision about  

how to move forward because the organisation 

does not have access to solid intelligence. 

Who leadS digital tranSformation?

In an organisation, there may be many people 

in the C-Suite who want to lead the digital 
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transformation. Studies show that 34 percent 

of digital transformations are led by the Chief 

Marketing Officer.1 This is not surprising given  

that Chief Marketing Officers tend to be a  

lot more customer centric than other C-suite 

executives. They are closer to customers, 

understand their needs, and are the voice  

of the customers. They are also very data  

driven and data centric. Furthermore, 

their budgets are very flexible, so they can  

redirect their advertising budgets to small  

digital initiatives. 

The CEO leads 27 percent of transformations. 

While it is fitting they should be leading it, the 

problem is they often don’t have the skills or 

background to do so. In Asia, a lot of CEOs do  

not want to admit that they don’t have those  

skills. This could be due to pride or a loss  

of face if they admit that they don’t know  

how to lead a digital transformation initiative.  

As a result, they are far too reliant on consultants 

to lead the transformation for them. 

The Chief Information Officer and Chief 

Technology Officer would usually be keen to 

lead digital transformation, and 19 percent of 

digital transformations are headed by the Chief 

Information Officer. However, these heads  

don’t have flexible budgets. For instance, a  

Chief Information Officer can’t just take funds  

out his budget for Microsoft Office and put it  

into digital transformation work. He can’t  

take money out of the Internet or infrastructure 

budget to do this work either. 

Then you have the Chief Digital Officer.  

They often don’t have any real power. They are 

usually well-paid consultants who recommend 

a plan, but they don’t have any authority to  

execute it. They are also typically not people 

managers, and, unless they are, it becomes  

very difficult for them to implement the idea. 

Digital transformation has to happen from 

within. Consultants can’t really help with the  

aspects of change management that really  

matter. This is what the CEO needs to focus  

on: the strategy, the engagement and the  

people. The CEO has to take the lead and  

execute changes related to people, process,  

partners and platforms, to make digital 

transformation happen.

doing digital tranSformation right

To get digital transformation right, the focus  

has to be on change management, not just on 

technology or innovation. Digital transformation  

is not just about setting up a website or 

merely having a presence on social media; it is  

about the branding and business objectives  

of the firm, and how digital technologies can  

help to achieve those objectives. It sounds  

simple, yet very few companies are able to do it. 

First and foremost, the right strategy has to 

be put in place. 

Strategy is where you are today versus where  

you want to be. Focus on four key things when 

working out your strategy:

1) Branding. Make it memorable. give it a cool 

name or acronym that people will remember. 

Don’t name it ‘the digital transformation 

programme to be the best company in the 

world’. go instead for ‘Project Ninja’. People 

often get bamboozled by jargon so it’s best  

to keep it simple in order to communicate 

change effectively.

2) Sponsorship. get senior management’s 

sponsorship for the transformation. Agree  

in advance on the digital transformation 

initiative with the CEO or a C-level sponsor.  

If you go in with a perfect plan and the  

C-level doesn’t agree to it, then you’ve  

wasted all that time planning.

3) timeframe. The plan needs to cover both  

what happens tomorrow and what happens 

Samsung’s ‘l.a.S.e.r.’ digital strategy in asia

•	 Leadership in digital: This meant digital marketing, digital commerce and e-commerce.
•	 ‘Always on’ marketing: Moving away from traditional spikes in marketing activity to ‘always 

on’ marketing. Leadership in mobile using search engines and social media. Being strong on 
content as well as revamping the website and CRM strategies.

•	 Social business: Training employees to embrace social media. Cultivating both internal and 
external brand ambassadors (engaging influencers).

•	 E-Commerce: Cooperating with telecommunications companies and e-tailers of the world to 
sell mobile accessories etc., and finally sell directly to the customer.

•	 Return on investment (ROI): Successful results means shifting spending allocations to achieve 
significant increase in revenue. The aim is to achieve ROI while becoming the number one 
aspirational brand in Asia and the world.

in three years. There are various stakeholders 

involved across the span of the journey. Some 

will only care about what will happen in the 

short-term or the next quarter, some will be 

predominantly concerned with the long-term 

or what the organisation will look like in five 

years’ time. The best strategist will present a 

solution that offers something to both types 

of stakeholders. 

4) go bold. We are talking about digital 

‘transformation’, not digital ‘increment’. Make 

it ambitious. How can you double the size of  

the organisation through digital transformation? 

How can you increase revenue by a billion 

dollars? How are you going to be a significant 

brand player? It’s got to be transformational. 

Aim high, and everyone will follow.
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engagement

Three tips on engagement:

1) Wiifm. People don’t care about company profits 

unless you answer the question of ‘What’s in it 

for me?’ The answer could be working in a safe 

environment, having friends at work, or having 

a meaningful role. Digital transformation  

must also be meaningful for employees.

2) reduce resistance. There are always  

winners and losers in any transformation 

programme but this is particularly true of  

digital transformation. Find out who are the 

ones who lose out and make sure those guys 

are on board and supportive. At Coca-Cola, 

people in the call centre who potentially 

might be negatively impacted in the process 

of digitising the call centre processes were 

converted into advocates of the project when 

they were reskilled and placed in new jobs.

3) keep communication honest. Communication 

is critical in any engagement context. From 

experience, it’s important to talk to people face 

to face instead of through email. Sit down with 

the people who are going to be impacted by 

the changes and have honest conversations 

with them. Invite them in and make them a part  

of the journey. Don’t isolate them.

A large part of building stakeholders’ 

engagement in the digital transformation  

process entails putting people in the right  

position. This involves reorganising the marketing 

function. A good example is Philips APAC. 

Philips APAC wanted to reorganise 

its marketing function to become a high  

performing data-driven marketing organisation. 

The health technology company looked at 

the continuum of care that it provides from  

healthy living to prevention, diagnosis,  

treatment, recovery and home care. It also  

studied who are the stakeholders for each  

of these areas, such as doctors, NgOs and 

government. It then defined its key priorities 

and mapped out the key marketing capabilities  

required to carry out the digital transformation. 

It created umbrella categories like  

marketing technology, content, and new  

business development. It found that new  

capabilities could be formed by sharing 

resources such as agency management  

and PR & communications, and through a 

content publishing hub. Blueprints were drawn 

up and implications of the proposed changes  

circulated to management team. This included  

a recommended organisational structure that 

would optimise the execution of the strategy.

data and analytics should guide an organisation’s 

digital transformation journey.

Four key goals will help organisations keep 

on the right path:

1) keep it real. All data — be it social, marketing, 

sales or customer service — needs to be real-

time data, not monthly, weekly or even daily 

data.

2) keep it together. Data can’t be held in five 

different tools in five different spreadsheets. It 

needs to be aggregated on one dashboard and 

represented in one space. 

3) keep it visual. If data is stuck on your laptop, 

no one’s going to see it. Marketeers need to be 

in front of their customers, and they also need 

to be able to visualise their data. For example, 

how many people are saying things about your 

brand in real time? How many customers are 

you engaging in real time? How many people 

are reading your content? How many people 

do you reach? What do they think about you? 

What’s the sentiment out there? And ideally, 

you’re visualising this on a wall or a series 

of walls, or are able to communicate data 

transparently within the marketing side of the 

business. This is critical.

4) get physical. Organisations that don’t have 

a physical environment that actually allows 

sales and marketing people to do their job 

better have missed an opportunity. The ideal 

setup is a physical command centre where an 

organisation’s marketing, communication and 

PR agencies come together. If possible, make 

the environment an agile one as well. 

The Philips Asia Digital Command Centre in 

Singapore is the world’s largest digital command 

centre. In this room sits the Philips marketing 

team, which is made up of people from five of 

the company’s key agencies, from roles such  

as marketing, media, PR and production. The  

team determines content marketing by applying  

the 1/9/90 (percent) rule across three tiers 

to support brand campaigns and product  

launches. The three tiers are: Engrossing  

(Tier 1), Engaging (Tier 2) and Everyday  

(Tier 3). The 1/9/90 rule postulates that in a 

collaborative website like a social media site,  

90 percent of the participants of a community  

will only view content, 9 percent of the  

participants will edit content, and 1 percent of the 

participants will actively create new content.

Everyday content could be short tweets that 

build community. Engaging content could be  

a call to action about buying a product or a 

customer’s engagement with the company  

through a video. Engrossing content is deployed 

rarely, but when it is, it has significant impact on 

the business. 

Lego is an example of a company that  

engages very well in content marketing across  

the three tiers. Its three tiers are:

•	 tier 1: the Lego movie. It made US$1 billion 

at the box office and had a huge impact on 

the sales of Lego products. The movie was a 

significant brand builder for the company.

•	 tier 2: TV and web content revolving around 

Lego such as Lego Ninjago games and kids’ 

cartoons on Cartoon Network

•	 tier 3: Facebook pictures of a child building a 

Lego tree at Christmas

The content marketing framework is the 

blueprint that guides the organising of all marketing 

activities and can be applied by any company, 

whether the company is a bank, a healthcare 

provider or a university. 

technology 

Shifting from being a physical retailer to an 

omnichannel, e-commerce retailer requires a 

new level of technology-enabled engagement 

with multiple stakeholders. It entails not just 

adopting new technology, but also relooking at 

Philips: a 6-step process

1. define objective: What does the end result look like? Have a strategy around it to support it.
2. target audiences: Who are the key customers and stakeholders, and how do we actually reach 

out to them? Not just being internally focused.
3. understanding the required capabilities: What marketing competencies were needed –  

from communication to marketing to business development to digital to social to  
content creation – and putting some priorities around these competencies.

4. capability mapping – such as ideas that have shared functionalities and requirements versus 
what can be done on a regional or local level. What roles are needed and what are nice to have?

5. organisational blueprints: For short- and long-term.
6. headcount and cost considerations: Large companies have more a headcount restriction than 

a cost restriction.
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finance, supply chain management and demand 

generation models. Digital transformation in  

retail is very different from say, for banks  

moving from physical branches to digital  

banking. For banks, it’s much more about 

automating transactions and building their  

own platform rather than working with  

someone else. 

The shift could also take the path followed 

by P&g, Unilever or Coke, which have gone  

from being very successful traditional brand 

marketeers to successful digital marketeers  

using things like social content. 

It’s hard to talk about innovation in  

technology because innovation takes such  

diverse forms. However, there are some 

fundamental guiding principles when it comes  

to injecting technological innovations into  

a business. 

•	 Always	 focus	on	consumer	 technology	and	

not legacy B2B technology. Mobile and  

mobile apps are the technology that digital 

marketeers and C-level executives should  

be looking at.

•	 Cloud-based	technology	always	beats	legacy	

and in-house service. This is because doing 

things on the cloud makes things more agile 

and easier to execute.

•	 Organisations	need	to	create	a	specific	role	

within the company that is responsible for  

the function of assessing marketing and  

digital technology, because it’s so hard to 

keep up with what’s happening in this space. 

It’s challenging to have to keep researching 

into marketing and digital technology but it’s 

critical to the success of an organisation’s 

digital transformation.

innovation laBS: good or Bad?

In digital transformation, innovation can come in 

many forms. It can be innovation in technology, 

innovation in business models, or innovation in 

terms of product or service offering. However, 

your blueprint for innovation should always start 

with where your competitors are and where 

you want to be. A lot of organisations establish 

things like innovation labs or created innovation 

functions in an attempt to go about innovating  

a little differently. The problem is many  

organisations have an innovation function so far 

outside the day-to-day running of the business 

that it becomes irrelevant. Banks and insurance 

companies that set up large innovation labs with 

ample funding have ensured that these labs 

are doomed to fail because the innovation lab 

operates at a very different speed to the rest of 

the organisation. The people in the innovation  

lab are also very different from the rest of the  

staff in the organisation, and the reality is that  

the lab team never integrates properly with  

the rest of the people in the organisation. The  

lab is also not commercial by nature. Supported  

by government grants and other support, the  

lab does not need to be self-sustaining, so it  

ends up coming up with ideas that aren’t 

commercially viable. 

Securing the Payoff from  

digital tranSformation

How do you manage the risk of a change in the 

marketplace before digital transformation is fully 

implemented? 

At its core, digital transformation is about 

change management. So the best way to do  

this is by installing processes that will ensure 

change will be well managed. This could  

include getting a sponsor who is going to be  

flexible, having both a short- and long-term  

budget and setting up a steering committee 

of people across the organisation who can be 

agile and responsive to whatever happens to 

that particular programme. It is also important 

not to take a short-term view of things and set 

the right expectations about the timeframe on  

return on investment. Equally, there should  

be some quick wins that come off the back of  

the initiative alongside the big transformation  

that will take a year or two to materialise.

Most digital transformation programmes  

entail cutting headcount to fund the exercise.  

This is because digital transformation is 

almost never about gaining incremental or 

transformational revenue. It is always about 

achieving transformational cost cuts. For  

example, the banks are not doing digital 

transformation because they love digital  

banking, they are drawn by its potential to cut  

costs through the eliminating of physical  

branches and the letting go of thousands of  

people. One way to manage resistance is to  

retrain people affected by the transformation  

and promise from day one that no one would  

lose his job. 

A final note: A limited budget and digital 

transformation don’t go together. So organisations 

have to be serious about changing their  

business, or don’t do it at all. you can’t dip  

your toe in the water when it comes to digital 

transformation.

reference:
1 Matt Kapko, “CMOs Much More Likely Than CIOS to Lead 

Digital Transformation”, CIO, 20 September 2016.
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technology, strategy, creative and business 

since the late 1990’s. As President Asia-Pacific, 

Tuomas oversees Digital Arts Network and drives 

innovation, technology and digital capabilities  

for TBWA\ across Asia. 

Previously, Tuomas was the Head of  

Digital Arts Network in Singapore. During 

his leadership, DAN Singapore has been  

consecutively recognised as one of the leading 

and most innovative digital agencies in South  

East Asia. Tuomas was featured by Campaign  

Asia-Pacific as 40 under 40 to watch, and  

awarded as Asia Pacific Digital Network Agency 

Head of the year at the 2017 Campaign Asia  

Agency of the year Awards. 

Tuomas is also a regular speaker at 

digital industry events and lectures for MBA  

programmes on various topics around digital 

marketing, and has been a part of awards show 

juries around the world. He is also an early  

stage startup advisor. 

SrinivaS k. reddy

Professor of marketing

lee kong chian fellow

director, center for marketing excellence

academic director, lvmh-Smu  

luxury Brand initiative

Singapore management university

Srinivas is Professor of Marketing and Director,  

Center for Marketing Excellence, Lee Kong Chian 

School of Business, Singapore Management 

University. He served as the Associate Dean of 

general Management overseeing the MBA and 

the Executive MBA programmes. Previously, he 

was the Robert O. Arnold Professor of Business 

and the Director of the Coca-Cola Center for 

Marketing Studies, Terry College of Business at 

the University of georgia. He holds M.Phil and  

Ph.D. degrees in Business Administration 

from Columbia University. Srinivas was on the  

faculties of New york University’s Stern School 

of Business, Columbia University, University 

of California, Los Angeles and the Stanford  

Business School. 

Srinivas’s expertise is in innovation, new  

product development, marketing and competitive 

strategy involving new brands and services. 

His research has been published in Journal of  

Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research, 

Management Science, Statistical Science, Social 

Networks, Marketing Letters, Journal of the  

Academy of Marketing Science, Decision Support 

Systems and Journal of Business Research. In  

2006, he has been awarded the IBM’s prestigious 

SUR grant to study corporate innovativeness and 

innovation conversion. 

Srinivas has consulted and taught executive 

programmes for major firms including IBM, Coca-

Cola Company, United Parcel Service, Miller Brewing, 

Pfizer, Eli Lilly, Bristol-Myers-Squibb, MasterCard  

and Unilever. He was the winner of Teaching  

Excellence in Executive Development in 2015 

and was one of 3 at SMU nominated for this 

award in 2014 and 2015. He was the recipient 

of MBA Excellence in Teaching Award in 

2014. He was nominated for Excellence in  

Post graduate Teaching 2017. His award winning 

cases on gillette in India (EFMD Award, ECCH  

global Award in 2018) and Oreo in China have  

been featured in Financial Times. He edited  

a special issue on Digital Transformation which  

was published in May 2017. 

lee Smith

founder and ceo,  

audience alliance

Lee Smith has been working in the marketing  

sector for almost twenty-five years, with the  

most recent 18 years in the digital space.  

Lee was most recently the Chief Digital Officer  

for Omnicom Media group Asia Pacific (2008-

2018), where he helped build advanced digital  

and data capabilities for more than 25 offices 

across Asia Pacific. 

Lee is currently managing a new business 

consultancy, Audience Alliance, which focuses 

on bringing advanced capability to large clients, 

agencies and technology companies in the 

Technology, Data and Analytics sector. His new 

consultancy was founded in Singapore and 

will service local and regional client businesses  

seeking expertise in advanced digital and data 

services capabilities.

liam WinSton

managing Partner,  

mobile now

Liam is an international digital marketing specialist, 

with a passion for mobile and technology. He has 

spent over 20 years working between Sydney, 

Shanghai, Singapore, Delhi, and most places en 

route. Liam has considerable agency experience 

running integrated pieces of global business  

across Asia-Pacific markets within the WPP and 

Omnicom groups. His involvement in mobile  

started back in the day, when he launched 

T-Mobile’s Short Message Service (SMS), as well 

as provisioning the first ever mobile content in  

the U.K. market in 1998. 

With the fast-paced change taking place in 

the mobile space, there has been much to keep 

Liam on his toes. At Mobile Now, Liam splits his 

time between Singapore and Shanghai, focusing 

on leveraging the latest industry innovations to 

help clients develop cutting edge, yet sustainable 

mobile strategies.








